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ENTERS

State Committee for Cummins
Parkersburg, Iowa., Jan. 20. "Iowa
will be for Senator Cummins
for
president, without a doubt," said C.
F. Franke, chairman of the republi
can state central commUtee.

PRESIDENTIAL
RACE
ONE

MORE

NOUNCES
SERVE

ISSUES

PROGRESSIVE
WILLINGNESS

should poll as many votes as La Fol
lette."

TO

HIS COUNTRY

20,

1912.

CITY

CUBANS WILL BE GOOD

PROGRESSIVES TO
DECIDE UPON

Persistent

Havana, Jan. 20. It is believed
today that the basis of action agreed
upon at the conference last night
between President Gomez and the
generals who took part in the last
revolution include the immediate ces
sation of the veteraniata agitat'on,
the
of the civil service
law and the pledge of all factions not
to endorse for office persons formerIN
MASS..
ly oposed to the cause of uban in- POLICE
LAWRENCE,
dependence. The result of the conFIND EXPLOSIVES UNDER SUSference has not been officially anPICIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES
nounced, however.

DYNAMITING PLOT

IS NIPPED IN

CANDIDATE

THE BUD

May Get Iowa's Votes
Des Moines, Iowa, Jan. 20. "I can PLAN TO CALL NATIONAL MEETnot see at the present time where
ING OF INSURGENTS TO DESenator Cummin's announcement as a
CIDE CHOICE.

AN

JANUARY

candidate for president will help matters in Iowa politics, but, of course,
it fa too early to say what the result ROOSEVELT

MAXIM

rumors to

the

EDITION.

effect

that a meeting

will be held In the
east, probably in Chicago, within the
next few days, to settle the strike, are

SUN WILL RETIRE

current, though they cannot be veri
fied, as the general strike situation
is entirely out of the hands of local
railroad officials. So far as the railroads are concerned the strike situation is, as it has been from the first,
In the hands of Julius Kruttschnitt,
of the Harriman system.
PROVISIONAL

IN FAVOR OF
PREMIER
PRE8IDENT

CHINA SAYS HE WILL RE3IGN
IF THRONE IS ABDICATED

OF
"

WELSH DI8APPOINTS FANS.
Los Angeles, Cal., Jan. 20. Freddie
Welsh of Wales, and Bobby Waugh,
IN HOME OF STRIKE LEADER of Fort Worth, Texas, are scheduled CONFLICTING REPORTS HEARD
to box 20 roundB at Vernon arena this
afternoon at 133 pounds. Welsh Is a
SARRIS MARAD, A TAILOR,
AND heavy favorite in the betting. Waugh FROM SOME AUTHORITIES COMES
.
...
L
i
OCCUPANTS
ueiiiK inigeiy an unKnown quantity.
OF HIS HOME
THE STORY THAT MANCHU
Freddie Welsh, the English lightARE ARRESTED
DYNASTY 18 OUT
weight, who was scheduled to fight
Bobby Waugh 20 rounds at Vernon,
COMPLETE OUTFIT
LOCATED today, was taken to a hospital at Ven- YUAN SHI KAI A PRISONER

FRENCH CAPTAIN CRITICIZED
OR
LAFOLLETTE
will be."
Paris, Jan. 20. The captain of the
This was the only comment Gover
French steamer Manouba, which was
SAYS HIS OPINION HAS CHANGED nor n. F. Carroll would
make regard- - THE SUPPORTERS OF EACH OF seized by Italian destroyers yesterday
AND HE IS READY TO ASK
THESE CANDIDATES TO ATcni
her voyage from Marseilles m
ng the 'ummins candidacy for presi
dent today. Iowa republican leaders,
TEND BIG GATHERING.
FOR NOMINATION
Tunis with 99 passengers, including
29 Turkish nurses of the Red Crescent
however, seemed to be more inter
ested in what the effect of the an
society on board, disembarked the
SITUATION IS COMPLICATED nouncement would be on the Iowa sit- THE WEAKER TO WITHDRAW Turks on his own initiative at Cagllar
ice this morning. It was stated that
in Sardina and was then permitted
uation, rather than in a national
he
had strained the tendons of his
to
sense.
leave
the
HIS
port.
WILL
SUPPORT
BE
THEN
REPUBLICANS
CONSIDER
TAFT,
FUSES AND WIRE WERE INCLUD- neck and back so
HE IS SAID TO BE TALKING FOR
W. C. Hayward, secretary of state,
This
action
severely last night
of the captain is not in
THROWN AGAINST TAFT AND
LA
DEFOLLETTE, ROOSEVELT
ED
OF
WITH
SHIPMENT
MONARCHY IN EFFORT TO
that he could not keep his ring ensaid he believed that the entrance of
accordance with the wishes of the
FOR HIS RIVAL.
AND CUMMINS
MATERIAL
STRUCTIVE
gagement
Cummins
French
in the presidential
SAVE HIS NECK
Senator,
The Turkish
government.
contest would clarify the Iowa political
Welsh was to have been the opponnurses, it is contended, must be conDenver, Colo., Jan. 20. The Repub- sidered as belonging to the Red CresWashington, Jan. 20. Senator Al- situation. "The senator is entitled the
San Francisco, Jan. 20. Dr. Sua
Lawrence, Mass., Jan. 20. The first ent of Ad Wolgast in the Thanksgivlican here today says a concerted plan cent society until the contrary has
bert 13. Cummins of Iowa, progressive solid Iowa delegation." said Mr.
out of the investiga- ing day battle which was called Yat Sen announced yesterday that ha
arrests
growing
is on foot to call a national meeting been proved
by the Italians.
republican, today announced his cantion of possible dynamitfng ln con- off when Wolgast was stricken the was willing to withdraw from the
of
progressive republicans to decide
didacy for the republican presidential
nection with the textile strike in this day before the figjht with appendicitis. presidency of the republic In favor ol
upon a choice between Roosevelt and
THEY ARE STILL FIGHTING
Waugh was matched to fight Welsi Yuan Shi Kai,
nomination, in a statement in which
city was made today when six Syrians
according to a cable-- I
La toiletter as candidate for the
Guayaquil, Ecuador, Jan 20. Fight and a negro were taken nto custody when he defeated JImmie Giblln sevhe says that if the republicans of Iowa
A
gram received by the Chung Sal Yat
to head the republican na- ing occurred in the streets last evennomination
believe him a fit man to urge before
in a house where several sticks of eral weeks ago. Waugh came from Po, a Chinese daily newspaper, here
tional ticket, and to receive the sup- ing and was kept up all night between
the Chicago convention he wiU acwith caps, fuses and wire Fort Worth and Is new! to the ring today. The cablegram, dated Hong
port of progressive republican dele- adherents of General Leonldas Plaza dynamite
game. Welsh, It was said later, caught
cept their nomination.
were
found.
Kong, said President Sun would step
gates al the coming national conven- and supporters of General Alfaro. The
cold in his back which settled in
a
Ma-raThe entrance of Mr. Cummins into
are
Sarris
Those under arrest,
aside immediately after the abdication,
y
followers of General Plaza were dethe presidential light materially coma tailor, in whose room the his muscles and disabled him.
tion of the throne.
to
the
According
Republican, J. S. feated. The tosses of both parties dynamite was found, and a strike
plicates the republican situation. "CUTS" CHAPEL AS IN OLDEN
Prominent Chinese here, for the
Temple, a leading progressive repub- - were severe.
President Taft now is openly opposed
Assaf, Trinidad Bosh-on- ,
leader;
most
Joseph
part strong supporters of Dr.
DAYS, JUST TO SEE FIRE DE- lican of ,eVer, is in receipt of a leta
for the nomination by Senators La
David
David
Roshen,
colored;
doubt the authority of tha
don't
Sun,
PARTMENT WORK.
ter from Gifford Pinchot at Washing
Follette of Wisconsin and Cummins,
Fish Kill, New York; Miss
of
report, as they declare)
Hong
Kong
ton saying that a working agreement
both progressives, while still other
Zeekla Rashell and Miss Mary Swizy.
the republican leader has 'n the past
New Haven, Conn., Jan. 20. Presi- - i,aB i)pen made bv t.h HimrwwWo,
t
progressives are urging the nomina dent Taft "cut" chapel at Yale this
The authorities learned that dynaannounced his willingness to yield hia
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
Roosevelt and La Follette with the
tion of Colonel Roosevelt.
mite had been brought into the city
claims to the .presidency, If it should
morning to go to a fire. The fire was idea
of
concerting
progressive
The announcement by Senator Cum- in Old South Middle.
and a
from
last
be found expedient.
Pennsylvania
night
colon
the
Hali,
strength in the republican national
mins had been expected for several
search today located it in a closet in COLONEL DENIES REPORT THAT
Another cablegram, received by th
ltge campus and did little damage. convention to bring about the defeat
Washington, Jan. 20. Senate not Marad's house.
same paper, told of the plundering of
HE IS TO GO ON TOUR OF
days. Coming today in connection The president rose early and dressed
in sessit u. AKuu tu z o'clock p. m
EUROPE WITH HI8 WIFE.
a large steamer, enroute from Cannon
with the report from Denver that Gff- - and left his hotel to so to the col he be favored for the nomination.
as set forth, is for a Monday.
The
plan,
to the town of Chen Sha, by ptratk-s- .
loid Piiuchot was taking the initiative ioge caTOpug Rni ,jid lvule damage. meeting of progressive delegates' to
l.orimer senatorial election inquiry MRS. ALBERT STERN
New York, N. Y., January 20.
n a movement tor a conference ot wn9 passing- - by PhelpB
Many registered packages of
gateway, the national convention to be held in recess until
(.Monday.
"Who iB trying to exile me now?" mail were said to have been taken.
to decide on which is half way along the
progressive repmiWUc&n
college several days before the convention t
House met at noon.
one candidate to oppose President
said Theodore Roosevelt today, when
tn nattoii 4i:n,..i hm v,, o, determine which of
tne two, RooseDIED TDIS MORNING asked about a report
Commissioner of Navigation ChamTafl, it started a riot of political ape-- the heavy smoke beating down into velt or La
that he wfas goManchu Cause Hopeless
Follette, will have the berlain told the interstate commerce
cualt:on which eclipsed the ordinary u,c
ing abroad.
.
campus.
to
and
supporthat
Btronger
Jan. 20. The foremost of
place
committee
Nanking,
that
the
Panama
canal
"I
never
activities of the government. Senathought of such a thing
With all the ardor of his college one ln nomination for
POPULAR
DEATH
SUDDEN
OF
the
presidential
would
monot
republicans here declared today
affect the Suez canal
and never heard of the rumor until
tors Cummns' statement follows:
days the president joined the rush of LanrHHote
YOUNG MATRON CAUSED HER
their
belief that the Mauchus and the
of
commerce.
Asiatic
nopoly
this morning."
"So much has been published in the undergraduates who were- streaming
The letter, however, does not state
FRIENDS MUCH SADNESS
General
in
younger
imperial princes are deterAttorney
Wickersham,
It
had
Mrs.
so
that
much
Report
written
said
and
Roosevelt,
toward the burning dormi- whether Roosevelt or La Follette
newspapers,
to
miner
conference
with
rules
bring China to ruin and discommittee,
who has been 111, would, in the opinto me concerning
the presidential tory. He mingled with the crowd of either have sanctioned the
After a short illness Mrs. Albert ion of
plan, or said the government would proceed
as a final despairing
memberment
be
a
benefited
I
physicians,
by
matter that feel it to be my duty students standing in a back row and whether a willingness has been exStern died this morning shortly after sea voyage and that Colonel Roose- act Few persons now refuse to reto make to the republicans of lowu for 20 minutes watched the firemen pressed by Roosevelt to run, should against the International Harvester G
o'clock at her home, 81fi Eleventh velt would accompany her to
Mancompany.
at work until he saw the red helmets he befavored for the nomination.
Europe. cognize the hopelessness of the
a plain statement on the subject.
bill allowing Nicaraguan street. The Immediate cause of death
Senate
chu struggle. Yuan Shi Kal is pracof
Everett
New
Colby,
of
the
fire
on
out
return
of
from
the
my
fighters poking
"Immediately
president's son to enter West Point was heart failure. For several months Jersey, who is seeking to have Roose- tically held a prisoner in Peking and
He then walked to
the last session of congress I gave out upper windows.
La Follette Looks Westward.
Mrs. Stern has been suffering from an velt's name
passed by the house.
placed on the New Jersey poses as a champion of the Manchus,
through the press my opinion with re- chapel, arriving there as President
of the heart. A recent Ill- primary ballot for the presidential in order to save his own life. He still
affection
20. Senator Robert
Jan.
Chicago,
spect to the presidency. That opinion Hadley had concluded his prayer.
M. La Follette will take his presidenness aggravated this ailment and re- nomination, was among the Colonel's urges a monarchy, according to the
remains unaltered.
sulted in her death. Mrs. Stern was callers today. Both declined to say advices received here, though Tan
tial candidacy west, possibly as far
"The situation, however, has mateas the coast, on a trip that will start
in the younger thirties and was a wo- what they talked about.
Shao Yi, his closest friend and inti
rially changed and it now seems probSOLD AT early in March. Plans for the trip
man beloved by a large circle of
asserts that Yuan really favors
Horace
mate,
White
of
Syramore
two
than
able that
candidates
are now being perfected in the La
friends. She Is survived by her hus- cuse also dropped in and he and Mr. a republic.
for nomination will be seriously conPresident Sun and. the members of
band, and two children, Arthur, aged Roosevelt, he said, talked about big
LESS TDAN VALUE Follette headquarters here.
sidered by the national convention.
Mrs. Stern game hunting. Mr. White is planning the cabinet are firmly convinced that
"It is more than likely that the
9, and Frances, aged
"Under these conditions, if the resenator will touch the Pacific coast,'
was a niece of Mrs. Charles Ilfeld a trip to Africa.
recognition of the republic by the
SPECTACULAR
CONTESTS MARK
publicans of Iowa believe I am a fit GOVERNMENT
and Max Nordhaus and sister of Mrs.
THAT said Robert M. Ruck, secretary of the
CONTENDS
powers will come quickly. They askman to be presented to the national
OPENING
BIG
FLYING
OF
La Foi.ette committee, today, "but
William Ilfeld. She was born
PACKERS USED THIS MEANS
ed
Ludwig
today that they be allowed to exTOURNAMENT.
convention as a candidate for the
even if he should fail to go that far
IS
TRUST
in Silver Cit where she grew to HARVESTER
OF FORCING PRICES.
press
through the Associated Press
presidential nomination and desire is
it is certain he will be heard in the
womanhood.
the
that, the United States will
young
hope
Los Angeles, Cal., Jan. 20. The
so present me, I will appreciate and
Ten
ago she was united in
Chicago, Jan. 20. When the pack- Dakotas, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska and third
sustain
its
years
original broad policy and
BE
TO
PROSECUTED
international aviation meet tc
accept their confidence as most grati- ers' trial was resumed
Edward Oklahoma."
be the first to stretch a friendly hand
marriage to Albert Stern in this city.
today
be
in
held
Los
of
evidence
today
their
Angeles began
continued faith J.
fying
The senator is said especially to be
to preserve China's integrity.
McAdam, office manager for ArRecently Mr. Stern went to Albuquer
and will continue nine days. Forty-ninin my purpose to serve, as best 1 can, mour &
to enter the employ of the branch ATTORNEY
Company, at South Omaha, anxious to get his campaign under
que
WICKERGENERAL
to
here
aviators
are
take
part
the general welfare of the people.
Charles Ilfeld companv
continued his testimony regarding the way in Kansas which state he regards
SHAM ANNOUNCES THAT HE
Tien Tsin to be Capital
The meet began with a parade in house of the
"(Signed)
as
to
He intended removing
favorable
in
his
methods
business
used
at
that
that
hugely
city.
candidacy.
plant
IT
WILL
BRING
TIME.
TO
'
which
of
evolution
the
Chicago, Jan. 20. According to a
"ALBERT B. CUMMINS.
transportation
to Albuquerque soon. He
Assistant District Attorney Elwood
and locomotion methods for a century his family
cable
dispatch from Peking to th-- j
At the progressive republican cam- Godman read a number
when Mrs. Stern beof specimen
was shown. The program for the first was summoned
Washington, Jan. 20 Attorney Gen- Chicago Daily News the abdication of
paign headquarters here the dfcWa-tio- memorandum beef cost sheets showcame ill and was with her when she eral Wickersham
today assured the the Manchu dynasty Is an accomwas made today by W. U Houser
BIG PARTIES URGED TO day comprised sixteen events, includmother, house committee on rules that the
ing the credits allowed by the defendaway. Mr. Stern's
a
ing "man hunt" in aeroplanes, hunt- passed
plished fact and the delay in 'ssuing
in charge, that the fight for La toi- ant for
who resides in St. Louis, has been
in making the
government would take action against the edict already drawn up Is solely
ing pigeons in the air and a sham-battllette would continue as if there were compilations.
Veto
Las
on
her way
notified and is
SUPPORT TEMPERANCE
International Harvester company, to prevent an uprising by the reacno other progressive candidates on
The sheets were for cattle killed at
gas. The funeral will be held Mon- congressional investigation of which
The
events
five
included
a
racing
tionary wing of the imperial fanvMy
the horizon; that it was "Mr. La Fol- the South Omaha plant in March,
day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock from the is under consideration.
ten
almile
a
free
for
mile
headtd
handicap,
by Prince Kung. It is also deand
lette first, last
all the time."
April, May, June, July and August, REPUBLICANS
home of Charles Ilfeld.
AND DEMOCRATS and a race between aviators
The assurance was given during a clared that Tien Tsin will be the
repreIn regard to a report from Denver 1910.
WILL BRING MATTER BEThey showed the killing charge
conference between Mr. Wickersham, temporary capital of China while a
senting different nations. In addition
that a concerted movement was oa to be $2.70 a head, the allowance for
FORE CONVENTION.
there was an altitude contest beSecretary of Commerce and Labor new government is being formed.
foot to hold i.
meeting offal, 35 cents a head and the credit
tween
Phil
Lincoln
Parmalee
and
Nagel and members of the rules comand decide on one progressive candi- for hides varied from four to six cents
Chicago, Jan. 20. For the first time Beacheyr, the latter holder of the
mittee that the committee would probFamine In China
Mr.
Houser
knew
said
nothhe
date,
a pound.
since 1884 temperance advocates will American altitude record.
ably delay any recommendation as to
New
ing of any such move. He could not
Jan. 20. Two million
The government
York,
contends that invade the republican and democrat
the proposed inquiry, pending departThe distinction of being the first
see thai any conference of the sort these allowances given for
MAY
five hundred people starving. Relief
conventions this year and ask that
ment of justice action.
was likely.
were belovl the actual market value each party include a prohibition plank aviator ever arrested for speeding his
The Harvester case haa been be- urgently needed. Must rely upon
was
Farnum
upon
aeroplane,
heaped
Senator La Follette's only comment and that they played an importanf in its platform.
fore the department since 1906. Mem- America. Owing to revolution. ComT. Fish wfhile on his way from this
when shown the Cummins statement part in fixing the selling price of meat
Governor W. R. Stubbs of Kansas,
MADE
ARE
NEGOTIATIONS
BEING
bers of the committee said that the mittee apeals to America for at least
to the aviation field. Fish had
was:
one million in gold."
combine, and J. Frank Hanly, former governor city
by the alleged packers'
AND
STRIKFOR
OFFICIALS
attorney general declared that the
"I have nothing to say."
That is the text of a cableerara
lames McLeese, clerk in charge of of Indiana, are the republicans named an engagement to ny early and was
IN
to
ERS
CHICAGO.
government intended
carry out the
his machine along in tow of
figuring the test cost of beef at the and William Jennings Bryan and Con- ruBhing
I' from Shang Hal received today by
to
administration's
dissolve
policy
Popular in Nebraska
Kansas City plant of Armour & Corn- - gressman Rlcnmond Pearson Hobson, a powerful automobile when he ws
of foreign,
Ogden, Utah, Jan. 20. For nearly legal combinations, but that It was thd Presbyterian board
halted by a motorcycle policeman.
Omana, NeD., Jan. zo. Concerning pany for seven years, was the next the democrats.
missions.
a
under
week
have
been
disclosed
the
whether
not
negotiations
govern
The officer charged that Fish was
the announcement of Senator Cum witness called by the government,
way between local business associa- ment would permit a friendly suit in
making 40 miles an hour and ordered
mins of his willingness to make the The witness was unable to remember
railroad officials and strikers view of a dissolution of the combinaGOV. LARABEE 80 YEARS OLD.
tions,
him into court on Monday.
race for the presidential nomination any of the allowances made for
with a view to putting an end to the tion or would proceed with a direct
KILLED BY WATCHMAN.
Clermont, la., Jan. 20. Former Got-ernRosewater, republican nation-- j products in figuring the test cost ot
Harriman railroad strike or in some suit charging violations of the Sher
William Larabee, for many
Austin, Texas, Jan. 20. George
al commtteeman for Nebraska, said beef.
Altitude Record Broken.
Lock was killed today for alleged vio-- !
law.
way relieving the situation. So far as man anti-truone of the foremost figures In
years
...
to the Associated Press today;
William E. Weber, general auditor 1n4t
Paris, Jan. 20. The height record can be learned, nothing definite has
As to shipping trust inquiry, both Iowa political circles, celebrated his
lauuu ui .v.
iub
quarantine
"The announcement of Senator for the National Packing company at Buda. Texas, meningitis
or any agreement cabinet officers, it was reported, eightieth birthday
n rnnnrt for an aeroplane carrying three pas- - been attained
accordltioanniversary ''at his
Cummins' candidacy s in no way un- - since its organization in 3903, testi- - received by the sheriff here. Lock, a sengers was broken today at Senlls, reached, but it is understood that the agreed that some decisive step should home near here
toCay. Governor Larexpected. So far as Nebraska Is fled he received the Information used stockman, was en route to Buda to Department of the Oise by the aviator, strikers are willing to arbitrate, al be taken. Committee action of this abee was born In Connecticut In 1832
concerned, If Senator Cummins' name in figuring the cost of beef from I see his mother when he was warned John Verrept, who, carrying passen-i- though the railroads so far have held question may hinge on the pending and came to Iowa in 1853. He served
put on the primary presidential B. Patterson, vice president of the not to enter the town. He was killed gers I nhis monoplane, attained ( an steadfastly to their first stand in not federal suit lagalnst the Hamburg-Americain the state legislature 18 years and
fcallot I would not be surprised if he' company.
'on tne porch of h)s mother's home.
altitude of 1,075 meters (3,526 feet). recognizing the strike organization.
as governor from 1886 to 1890.
steamship line.
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PRICELESS

TELLS TR0UBLES

he orders were to be cashed only in
Robert
who won fame case of mobilization, but some of the Lady in Goodwater Describes Her
as the defender of Maf eking during j reservists failed to read or understand
Distressing Experience and
the South African war, and the foun- - their instructions, and a number of
London,
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The Greatest January White Sale in The History
of this Store will Come to a Close Saturday

TREASURES TO

Baden-Powel- l,

BE SOLD

another White
Don't delay! It may toe a long, long while toefore you will have
Don't hesitate!
Tells How She Was
and
the orders were cashed
attempts
Boy Scout movement,
Wear buying opportunity such as this.
on
which he retired from the ar- were made to get railway passes to
Finally Relieved.
Consider that here are the greatest assortments, finest qualities and lowest prices placed
MISS
GRIGSBY'S
all
COLLECTION,
these
that
Remember
The anaJr has kept the
my, has started on a tour of the Aldershot
reasons.
in
store
many
other
or
local
of
white goods
any
every sort by this
Goodwater, Mo. ' Ever since I was
WHICH FILL8 LARGE MANSION,
world in the interest of the organiza- war office busy explaining the mishow nicely you can
goods are fresh, crisply new, perfect and without a flaw. Then stop to think
little girl," says Mrs. Riley Laramore,
a
GO
T
TO
AUCTION.
tion.
take ami denying sensational rumors
requirements for
white
now
all
goods
your
utilize the substantial sums you will save if you anticipate
"I was a great sufferer from dyspepsia.
The central idea of the tour is to of impending war.
will close SATit
that
Its
on
last
is
sale
I suffered misery after eating, and had
the
lap
that
next
the
twelve
months.
remember
Finally,
New York, Jan. 20. The treasur
in
consolidate the movement throughout
Greatest
Sale
White
URDAY and decide that you will share again in this Greatest January
terrible heartburn.
of art which fHl the Park avenue man
The professianal London beggar can
sure.
the empire, to
it as a great
1 had to
Come
1
reductions.
of
in
as
this
suffer
assortments
Greatest
in
of
Greatest
point
thought
way
point
point of qualities
sion presented by the late Charles T.
imperial organization and to stand- earn more every day than the aver- long as I lived, but when 1 began to take
to his ward, Miss Emllie B.
Yerkes
ardize the method of management a? age British workingman. This is the Thedford's
in small
far as possible. As the tour neces- conclusion of W. Fitzgerald Abutbnot, doses, every night, the heartburn was all Grigsby, whose interesting social enMUSLIN
NEW
sitates Sir Robert passing through secretary of the London Mendicity so- gone in a few days, and 1 could eat deavors in England have been much
chronicled in the newspapers, are to
America and other countries, he will ciety, which is completing an inves- without distress.
WHITE WAISTS
be sold at. public auction next week.
UNDERWEAR,
1 took two small
EMBROIDERIES,
attend meetings In the interests
of tigation into the subject The secrepackages in all, and The sale which will be
commenced
malaveraere
some
was
that
time
estimated
the
the
the scouts in those counries
tary
ago,
although that
TABLE LINENS
Worth 1.50 to 3.00 each
WHITE GOODS
Monday under the auspices of the AnSir Robert proceeded first to the ings of the street beggar airtoiins to dyspepsia has not returned.
Will
From
exSlightly Soiled
probably
I speak a good word for Thedford's derson company,
West Indies to visit the Barbadoes, one dollar and a quarter a day.
and
and
whenever I have the op- ceed $1,000,000 in receipts, and beHandling
It is said that begging Is not so well
Trinidad and Colon, and while in Pan- yond question will be one of the most
TOWELS
ama will visit the canal works. New organized as formerly. A few years portunity."
SHEETINGS
SPECIAL 79c
important dispersals of artistic propIf
causes
we
eating
distress,
urge
you
met
a
the
January!
and
York will be reached about
ago
tanged
beggars
It erty ever conducted in the United
to try Thedford's
At Attractive Prices
Specially Priced
21, and thence the tour takes him tu, their respective stations so that their
States
to
stomach
cleanses
the
the
helps
system,
not
overlap, but the
among other cities, Boston, Philadel territories should
Art dealers have called Misa Grii's-bits food, regulates the bowels, and
phia, Washington, Cincinnati, Chica- competlion has now become so Keen digest
stimulates the liver.
discriminating. With a fortune at
go, San Francisco, and Seattle. From that little attention is paid 'o these
her command
the voua; woman,
It acts gently and is without bad afterROSENWALD'S
VICTOR
the latter port the general will take former vested rights.
whose career has diinmel the must
effects. Try it. Price 25c.
steamer for Japan, where under a
lurid imaginings of tho fie'lan
One of the strongest points in the
BL0CK
promise made to General Nogl, an efin
her taste ai d judgmt-a-t
feet
six
or
of
eight
fort will be made to start the Boy arguments against the grant of the and at a depth
the
stone
at
house
filling
big
gray
Scout movement in Japan. General suffrage to women is the fact that in water is encountered and below noth- Park avenue and
h
PLAZA
street
HACHINES
Baden-Powehas previously visited the United Kingdom women outnum-Canada- . ing but mud for a great depth. The with priceless
fnrulttrci
draperies,
floatto
the
utilize
decided
The scouts have made won-- ' ber men, and that to give them the engineers
paintings,
tapatstries and
ing base, constructed of layers of steel rare books. scluptures,
derful progress in England and the vote would moan handing the
Critics have pronounced
ceof
bed
one
in
beams
great
joined
of the country over to them,
Mm
colonies. In the United Kingdom alone
concrete the modest appearing housa. In its insay ment. On this steel and
there are a million members, 60,000 a revolution that
to
of
be
the
on"
nvjst splendid
20 feet or more below the terior,
"
in America.
having been enrolled last year. The would be too serious to cont?ii plate. base sunk
from their injuries and will join the
The
reared.
was
structure
the
surface
An
official estimate of mil"?, and
has just
Royal Scouts' association
a great many luMSdMoma
are
There
Sox on the training ship.
if
it
was
that
females of 25 years and over in the theory of the engineers
been incorporated under Royal
BASEBALL NOTES
things in the house, ciiie beautiful
WITH THE BOXERS
Manager Fred Lake, of the Proviso
do
would
at
it
sank
all,
uniformly
United Kingdom, excluding
aliens,
old ones, including iusjs ind tapeshas
Pitcher
James
dence
team,
signed
raupers and other persons disqualified and that scores, possibly hundreds of tries, everything is expensive, and the f)
O'Neii
4
O'Neil, of Arlington, Mass.
the subsidThere are still a few "Old Masters" !,or enrollment as parliamentary lot-lef- t years would pass before
effect shows a llorid 'ir.ite
general
from
team
with
the
Grover Haye3 tias been compelled
Beverly
played
was perceptible.
Five clubs in the American and two
in England's homes despite the era, places the number of males at ence
which has been eate.vd to with a
Athwlv'ch
of
the
to
"Stuffy"
Mclnness,
ca,ll off all his matches on account
taken
The fallowing figures just
lavish hand. The wall and ceiling in the National league have engaged letics, was graduated into profession-i- l of a broken bone in his
cry that American and 1.' 07,000 and that of females at 11,- calcuright hand.
correct
how
the
show
from
far
A
new
managers for next season.
German collectors are depleting Eng- lild.OOO in 1912, and by 11C it is esdecorations of the drawing room,
baseball.
It is said that Ad Woteast and his
corner
has
was:
southeast
The
lation
manof
list
timated
the
be
that
would
numbers
earmajor league
land of the works of art that an
which is done in beautifully dellcatn complete
manager. Tom Jones, are going to
sunk a trifle more than half a meter;
10,4SO,000 and 11,729,000 rerpecMvely
lier generation brought together.
tones, are by Albert Herter, exquisite agers of 1912 is as follows:
THERE'S NO EXCUSE
part company. In the future Jones
corner has gone down
northwest
the
American
League:
Philadelphia,
scenes from the Niebelungen Lied,
the
The exhibition arranged by
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a will look after the interests of Fran-ki- e
1.0825 meters; the northeast corner
and as
are on canvas they will Connie Mack, bench; Deroit, Hugh very reasonable investment you can
council of the Royal Academy bears
Mexico City, Jan. 20. Doubtless the
Conley.
has sunk 0.818 and the southwest be sold they
some
with
to
are
There
this.
the other furnishings of Jennings, bench; Chicago, James Cal- enjoy your sleeping hours as well as The defeat of Pal Moore at
testimony
time will come when Mexico's Nation- corner 0.833 meter.
tie
Every
earthquake
New
York,
outfielder;
room.
lahan,
Harry a millionaire. We are selling the
These are gorgeous in
pictures, loaned from private collec- al theater, the construction of which has caused the structure to settle a the
was
of
Baldwin
a
hands
biy
Matty
wonderful modern carvings, a magnifi-enet- . Wolverton, bench; St. Louis, Rhody popular brass beds cheaper than ever
tions, which might almost be said to was commenced seven years ago, will bit
to New York fans. Matty
and the shock of June 7
lower,
surprise
Garland
sort, covered with gold leaf, and Wallace, shortstop; Boston,
have been rediscovered, they have be completed, but it may be styled
before. We have many styles In the has been
lowered one part of the building 25 whose
coming along In great shape
very beautiful and elaborate Stahl, first base; Washington, Clark bright and satin finish, fine mat of late.
been so long hidden away, and a long a monument to graft.
millimeters.
Dawould frighten any but Griffith, bench; Cleveland, Harry
list of masterpieces, none of which Beautiful in its outlines and contresses, springs and pillows. J.
A commission of engineers has now workmanship
Dan Morgan, manager of "K. O."
a very rash visitor from sitting on it vis, first base.
& Son
were seen at the previous shows.
Johnsen
obtalnt-abie- ,
taining the West materials
been Instructed to make an examinaBrown
of New York, has turned down
National League: New York, John
Among those that American collec
Mexicans have long told stran tion and report the best method of There is a grand piano with more
an offer of $4,000 from San Francisco
Charles
on
McGraw,
musical and conventional
bench; Philadelphia,
HATS OFF
carvings
tors might look upon with envy are gers with justifiable pride that it was
for a bout between Brown and "One
preventing further damage.
Cincinnati, Henry
twet from the private collection of to be the most
The Wallis millinery store on
designs, also covered with gold leaf. Dooln, catcher;
magnificent playhouse
Dah-leAnother
feature
bench:
of
the
O'Day,
William
Brooklyn,
interesting
Sixth street has marked off the price Round" Hogan.
Mis Driver, the "St. Francis of As- on the American continet, adding lhat President Madero is a friend of the
room is an ivory chair, the
St.
Louis, Roper Bresna-han- , of hats. All trimmed
bench;
drawing
goods and
outsretcharms
with
slUl," standing
cost when completed would be 12,- poor, but not of the "poor man's
entire framework covered with apcatcher; Chicago, Frank Chance, shapes are being sold at absolute
Now the government drink." Through one of his cabinet
by Giovanni Bellini, and the "De- - imio.OOO pesos.
THE 8TOCKING SYSTEM
plied ivory carvings. In the same first base; Pittsburgh, Fred Clarke, cost to make room for early spring
scent from the Cross," by Gerard Da-- . js waiting for the reports of its
Are
you using the stocking system
an
order
has
he
to
Now
make
time
inis the
posts
promulgated
room are to be seen Miss Gribsby's
bench; Boston, John Kiln!?, catcher. purchases.
Both these pictures were last 1)erts to know just what part of this that hereafter dealers in pulque must
Is a or the bed mattress in saving money?
There
ladies.
of
baseman
the
sevfirst
Fred
your
of
and
purchases,
collection
Merkle,
jade
seen at the Manchester exhibition in sum lias been wasted and what part close their doors at 6 p. m., instead teresting
Why not deposit your money where
eral cabinets filled with rare objects New York Giants, is a member of a chance to make a big saving.
unit will earn interest? This bank prowere
whereabouts
their
can be saved without altering the of 7 o'clock, and on Sundays and feast of art. In one cabinet is a collection crack bowling team in Toledo, Ohio.
1857, and
vides absolute safety to funds enknown until sent by Miss Driver to plans of the arcihtect
inIN
noon
be
NEW YORK CITY
released Charles
days the closing hour will
of watches and in another a collection
Rocester has
to our care, and pays four
that
the present exhibition. Others
The investigators turned up infor- - stead of 2 p. m. The tax on "pulque of historical fans.
Ton wttl find Hotel Cumberland, at trusted
(Whltey)
Alpermann, the former
cent
interest annually on certifiper
Amerlcans might bid for, if there was mation that has resulted in the arresi shops" has also been increased some
street,
The library occupies a large portion Brooklyn player, to the Atlanta club Bhwadway and Fifty-fourtcates of deposit. The same courtesy
a suggestion that they were for sale, 0f the chief mason, who is charged R3 per cent.
location
Ideal
Central
near
Park, 'an
of the second floor of the mansion. of the Southern league.
is accorded to the small as well as
are a small panel by Mantegna and a with having carried away enough
Bothered by crowds of job hunters, The. furniture is of heavy carved
Mullen, who worked Id tha In the retail shopping and theatei large depositors. iFirst National Bank.
Umpire
group of three Rembrandts, sent by building material to enable him to the president has caused to be opened wood. The big andirons in the fire- American league last season, and district, with the subway, elevated
.
Boughton-KnightThe erect a few private residences for him- at the department of interior a buA. R.
Mr.
place in this room were once the prop- Umpire Nalland, who comes from the and surface cars at hand. A handRembrandt.s represent the famous self. He denies the charge.
reau to which all applicants must go. erty of Francois Coppee, and a big Connecticut league, will officiate in some, modern, beautifully furnished
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Within the first week of the year
painter's earliest and latest work.
hanging lamp was the property of a the International league next season. hotel with one of the best restau Take LAXATIVE
BROMO Quinine
Because of a misunderstood army the investigators claim to have found
, rants in the city,
but moderate in
The later Rear Admiral Evans prob- Roman cardinal. There are several
Roy Corhan and Russell
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
form, 20,000 reservists were on the proof of frauds amounting to 200,000 ably never knew how near he came to monstrances amon the old silver
the two clever shortstops of prices. Rooms with bath, $2.60 pet
reAldershot
pesos. They allege that supposed so- being challenged to a prize fight dur- pieces and in a case Is a beautiful the White Sox who were on the hos- day up. Send for booklet Harry P it falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigpoint of mobilizing at
cently, and a London newspaper add- lid cement parts specified in the con- ing the visit to Mexico which he made triptych of Limoges enamel, scenes in pital list last season, have recovered Stimson, manager.
nature Is on eaeu box. 25c.
ed to the excitement by publishing a tracts have been made with gravel soon after he was retired. He had the life of Queen Anne, and another in
news item to that effect.
cores and the contractors paid f 15.50 been heralded as
"Fighting Bob" and ivory carving shows scenes from the
The situation was due to a general Mexican currency, a meter, when the upon his advent his exploits formed Passion. The library consists of 11,- misunderstanding of Army Form D461, material supplied cost about $4.75. A the one topic of conversation in sport- 000 rare editions, first editions, and
which was announced by the military division with those "higher up" is ing as well as in other circles.
"special presses." One rare and fine
authorities some time ago as the me- hinted at. Carrara marble, which figAmong those who listened was a copy of Shakespeare cost Miss Grigswho ures largely in the construction of local
dium by which the reservists
aspirant for pugilistic honors by $12,000.
would in the natural course of events the building, appears to have been
The collection of miniatures, jewels
has since learned more of the
be called on for service on the iirst sold and resold to the government.
His and watches is said to be one of the
game In the United States.
But there is another problem con knowledge of affairs was limited, and finest in America. Then there is a
call were apprised of that fact. In
order that there should be the least nected with the theater that is wor It did not occur to him that the title collection of embroidery, including a
possible delay when the order was giv- rying the government officials more of "Fighting Bob" could have been choice piece done on a small hide or
en, it was announced that the form than that of the suspeced graft. The earned outside the prize ring. The leather coat, about the size of a man b
would be accompanied by a railway building is sinking. In spite of the lalk aroused his Jealousy, and finally waistcoat. This is supposed to have
warrant to pass the reservist to his honest opinions of skilled and experi- summoning all his courage, he con- been brought from bpaln by Cortez
allot ted station and a postal order for enced engineers, it appears some one fided to his friends that he had de- and by him presented to the little son
subsistence money during the jour- made a mistake in his calculations.
termined to have It out with the for- of Montezuma, who wore it as an
The building covers the greater eigner as soon as a bout could be ar- armor.
ney.
In the art gallery there are two fine
Every precaution was taken by the part of a block. The subsoil of the ranged. The joke was passed around
war office to instruct the men that capital is the bed of an anoent lake the capital before the defender of examples of Rubens and many other
In one of the
Mexico's sporting honor was let into paintings of merit.
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
sleeping rooms is a bed of exquisite
it.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prodcarving which, with the furniture,
came from one of the palaces of the
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
Two sisters and a brother of Mexiold Dogen of Venice. On the wall
statements.
co's president expect to sail before the
an autograph portrait of Pope
be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He
can
end of January from San Francesco hangs
Leo XIII, attached to which is the
for
whom
where
will
visit
Japan,
ly.mv'MMr
!SrwU
they
waamsPffTaaBk
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, not
to
before their return via New York al- papal plenary indulgence granted
and her heirs to the
Miss
Grigsby
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
most every capital of Europe and Asia.
third generation. Beneath this is a
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
Rmilio Madero, who gained prominlocket containing a lock of
ence duirng the revolution by per- golden
good secure repeat orders.
Pope Leo's hair.
sonally leading an army of Insurgents,
The
advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
The sale of the art objects alone
has been named to present to the M- will
is
the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
week.
When
occupy an entire
ikado the thanks of this country for
this is concluded the sale of the
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, beJapan's participation in the centennial books will be begun.
Everything will
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
celebration In 1910. His sisters, who
go under the hammer of the auction
are the Misses Anoil lamp is
from
him,
accompany
the
a
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
that
light
good
Opticians agree
eer, excepting a
portrait of
gela and Mercedes. This commission Miss Grigsby herself and tne presen
money in telling others of their goodness.
easier on the eyes than any other artificial light
had been given to Porflrio Diaz, Jr.
of
all
tation
Leo.
When
Pope
made.
oil
portrait
best
the
is
lamp
The Rayo Lamp
to Buy
It
hag been disposed of. Miss Grigsby
It gives a strong, yet soft, while light; and k never flickers. It prewill quit
NO CRANKING NECESSARY
America
forever she
serves the eyesight of the young ; it helps and quickens that of the old.
To start one of our horses going and says. Regarding her plans for the
You can pay $5, $ 0, or $20 for other lamps, but you cannot get
no gasoline is necessary to keep then future she is extremely reticent All
Rayo gives.
better light than the
that is known is that she will make
going. Nobby, clean and
Easily lighted, without removMade of solid brass, nickel-platehome abroad, probably in London,
are
her
constl
what
horses
and
good
rigs
tutes the best Hvory service Remem where she possesses a dwelling in the
ing shade or chimney. Easy to clean and rewiclc
Dalian everywhere or write for dacriptire circular (fired to ear Meacr of tttt
ber you can get us at any hour o' fashionable West End fitted in keepthe day or night, by calling Main 15 ing with her New York home she is
Oil Company
nnout to abandon.
M. L. Cooley.
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RACE TRACK SCENE FROM "CHECKERS," DUNCAN
OPERA HOUSE NEXT WEDNESDAY NIGHT

FASHIONS

II
New York, Jas. 20 Vaioot.
Hill,.i India silk is used it is as a rule over
'
corduroy, have become extremely some contrasting Onwt which shows
Popular for tailored costumes and are
softly through its
"ed a great deal. Now the French and
ever for these effects a very
re adding plush, that
soft, supple sheer crinkly crepe or something n
rich fabric with a satin
sheen, to the proaching a satin mousseline is be
materials of the tailored class
This ter liked.
material lends itself most
This season ribbons are used to
charmingly
to handsome
suits, particularly In make bodices, palens, boleros, casques
combination with broadcloth, a dis- and all sorts of collars and
cuffs, am,
tinctive model much admired
There U
by the various blouse garnitures.
friends of its charming
was also a marked and growing preference
wearer,
of a rich olive erreen nlnoh i
for girdles of ribbon. Some of the
bination Vith broadcloth. The
rather smartest of these girdles are of three
long coat of the plush closed to one or more breadths in
pastel colors in
side with a full length line of hand messaline or
gauze
ribbon, or in
some enameled buttons.
breadths of several tones of the same
The
revere were of a similar color. The belt is
generally draped,
.shade of oreen broadcloth, as was the In another
style the ribbon .3 braidupper part of the skirt,
lengthened ed, and in still another 11 is twistec
by a knee-ddptflounce of the plush.
Almost every kind of ribbon is ised
A negligee to be
thoroughly practi- as trimming for party and evening
cal should be washable,
Wear.
Floral ribbons are in iu-though
cleansing is bow so quickly and cheap-l- favor, as are also bordered styles iLd
done everything at all
and all witn so c
dainty is
;;.! or
usually sent to the cleanser, and for silver. The color preference Beema
the cheap cold weather negligees ot to be for a delica e' shaded
pattern
washable character outing flannels, on a light ground, a.vJ the
Mt,;s
fine French flannels, challis and alba- range from six to ien inches.
tross cloth are the materials
Doubleface satin With a contrasting
usually
t. . our
chosen. Albatross is the material Knulr .,.., O.UUUI
incnes wide, is
with which the designers secure the made into very full double
best effects. In pink and blue It is ruches sewn in the middle with a very
charming, and white albatross made pretty color effect. Gauze and gold
up over a pink silk is perhaps even or silver ribbons, about five Inches
more effective. Unlined sacks and wide are shirred into conventional
bourdoir robes of pink or blue trim- patterns over a cord, and fancy styles
med simply by embroidered
scalloping of every width and style are gathered
of the edges and by an embroidered into nouuees ruffles and frills. Very
collar of the material, or
possibly a narrow ribbons are largely used as an
collar of lingerie or lace, are exceed- edging to lace or net ruffles, or are
ingly attractive and easily tubbed.
put on like braid, In a pattern. Rich
Without the hand embroidered scal- and exquisite patterns on satin are
SOUR, GASSY, UPSET
lops models are sold at very moder used as panels, tabliers and other
STOMACH REGULATED
ate price. A lining of India silk trimings.
Among the most quaint hat shapes
throughout the robe or merely from
the waistline up adds something to for children are the Dutch bonnets Just a Litle Diapepsin Ends lndiges.
the cost, but adds also io the warmth with the puff crowns and the strikJ
tion in Five Minutes
of the garment without interfering ingly prominent sides curiously bent
with its laundering qualities, if tub- - and standing away from the face. Tkis
The question as to how long you
wng is not to be considered, more style is built up in fascinating wfays, are
going to continue a sufferer from
ears
the
of
being
contrasting materlatitude is allowed in the trimming
indigestion,
ial
dyspepsia or
and
ornamental.
Metal
laces
quite
of the albatross robe, though the charstomach is merely a metter of how
acter of such a garment should al- are often employed for that purpose. soon
you begin taking some Diapep
Gorgeous new evening slippers are
ways be unpretentious and simple. A
s
shown this season to match the most sin.
heavy lace insertion ana edge of
If
toilettes.
is
stomach
Those
of
black
exquisite
your
lacking in diges-Cluny, IriBh or heavy torchon may be
with
and
tive
are
emerald
brocade,
not
power,
gold,
the stomach
why
help
fsed as trimming, and bands of puffmost distinguished with a black gown. to do its work, not with drastic drugs,
in
or
silk
in
the
albatross
are
ing
Many of the evening slippers have re-- but a
of
digestive
sometimes used effectively. Much d
t0 the fasnion of former times' agents, such as are naturally at work
a
in
the
collar
such
upon
pends
robe.
ana nave rinnons attached tnat are in the stomach.
and, of course, clinging narrowness,
hut needs also ample fuiness for the wound around the inBtep and ankles
People with weak stomachs should
like sandals ot a ballet girt.
take a little Diapepsin occasionally,
oiue and comtor ot the wearer in
is
to
It
wear hatpins and there will be no more
quite a fad
her hours of relaxation.
Indigestion,
that match the umbrella handle, and no feeling like a
Cashmere, too, is used for simple it is the blonde
lump of lead in the
tortoise
shell, jasper stomach, no heartburn, sour
negligees and some smart looking and carnellan sets that are
risings,
liked the gas on stomach or
simple robes in light blue or pink best.
belching of undicashmere or broadcloth are trimmed
In Paris the large hats of white silk gested food, headaches, dizziness or
stick stomach, and besides, what you
in wide, flat white silk braid or
beaver, faced with black velvet, are eat will not
ferment and poison your
white braid with an effective nara race for favor with the
breath with nauseous odors. All these
row line of black braid along the running
small hats of tlgerskin.
sympotoms resulting from a sour,
white. The flannels are warm but
stomach and dyspepsia are
less satisfactory In other respects
relieved in five minutes afthan the albatross, because they are
generally
The Omir prints all the n ter taking a little Diapepsin.
rather more clumsy and show soi
more readily.
Go to your druggist and get a
case of Pape's Diapepsin now,
Some of the simple bourdoir robes
and you will always go to the table
in wool have narrow fringe borders
with a hearty appetite, and what you
as their only trimming; but even nareat will taste good, because your
row fringe is apt to tangle and muss,
stomach and intestines will be clean
and of course the fringe makes launand fresh, and you, will know there
dering difficult, if not impossible. The
are not going to be any more bad
challies are extremely pretty this season and some of them are very clevnights and miserable days for you.
They freshen you and make you feel
erly used by the designers of neglilike
life is worth living.
effects
particubordered
being
gees,
by
larly successful. The material wears
well, tugs well and has pleasing
warmth without bunglesomet thickMy Husband Also Uses
ness; but for some reason it is not
Peruna.
considered quite so smart as other
materials and is used but little by
Mrs. Delia
French Makers.
Mar S a 111
For the very varm robe wadded uelgj w hose
ailk or zenana cloth is the thing, ana picture nc
both are oiered in models more or companies
less expensdvfe, and more or less this testimonial and who
elaborate. Japanese hand .embroid- resides at 358
eries lavishly adorn some of these N. Oonde St.,
wadded robes. The ordinary ready Tipton, Ind.,
made robe of wadded silk is a com- writes The
fortable but nnheoomine thing, with Peruna Co.,
its bulky turnover collar, and the as follows :
"Eight bothandsome zenana robes with emtles of Peruna
of
lace
collars
or
collars
broidered
and lingerie are usually very expens- completely
cured me of
ive. It is less expensive to buy the systemic cazenana cloth in the color wanted and tarrh of sevhave the robe made to fit well and eral years
with detachable lingerie and lace col- standing, and
if my huslars, which lend daintiness to the band feels
anu
removed
be
robe but may easily
badly or either of us catch cold we at
washed.
once take Peruna."
Stomach Trouble.
Among silkB for negligees there are
and grades. Quaint
many weave
Mrs. Wilson Robinson, 704 Nessie St.,
designs Toledo, Ohio, writes:
kinomo silks of Japanese
"I feel like a new person. I have
come in varying degrees of beauty
and quality, but the silks preferred no more heavy feelings, no more pain,
one don't belch up gas, can eat most anyby the French designers are the
thing without it hurting me. I want
tone crepes of dull or crinkled
to be working all the time. I have
mode!
Some
attractive
satin finish.
twenty-fou- r
gained
pounds.
are made up in the India silks, but
"People that see me now and saw
the
for
me two months ago seem astonished.
these silks nre more popular
summer negligee than for the winter I tell them Peruna did It. I will say
it is the only remedy for spring and
garment and are usually made with il other ailments."
chic
wlhile
the
and
lace,
much tucking
winter negligee robe is, as has been Ask Your Druggist for a Free Peruna
Almanac for 1912.
said, of a knowing simplicity. Where
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AVIATION MEET IN LOS ANGELES
Los Angeles. uai., Jan. zo. a score
of well known aviators assembled at
L",inKUe2 fleld loti
for the Penin- v
miiu mLenmuoiiai aviauon
meet given in Los Angeles. The pro--I

gram for the meet covers nine days
replete with novel and interesting
features. Scientific flying will give
way to sensations, such as a mar
riage ceremony and honeymoon in an
teroplane, duck shooting by aviators
in flight, a sky battle at night and var- 'ous races. One feature will be a
competition exclusively for women
aeroplane, duck shootings, by aviators
are to be distributed among the wir
ners of the various events,
CEMENT

FLOORS

The stables of the Ideal Sanitary
dairy are equipped with cement floors
which makes it an easy matter to
keep them perfectly clean. The milk
is handled in bright, airy rooms amid
clean surroundings. If you are not
patronizing the Ideal you do not
know wihat the purest and sweetest
of milk is.
TO

LECTURE

IN AMERICA.
Jan. 20. Count Lutzow,
London,
who is the head of a leading family
of the
Bohemian
nobility and a
writer of considerable note, sailed for
the United States today to deliver
a series of lectures on the history of
the Czechs. He will nil engagements
at Harvard, Yale, Princeton and other leading universities and will als
be heard a number of the principal
cities. The Countess Lutzow, who is
well known in London society, accompanies her husband to America.
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Florida East Coast Railway connecting the inland city with the Florida
NEWS FORECAST FOR
mainland.
"THE COMING WEEK.
Clercial and lay representatives of
the Roman Catholic church from
many parts of the country will fill
Nothing does so much good for the
St. Patrick's cathedral in New York
theater as a successful play that Is a
20.
Jan.
The
week
Woshingon,
for the brilliant religious
genuine success with the public. promises to be a busy one for the Thursday
There are some offerings which are entrants in the free for all presiden- ceremony to mark the elevation of
hailed as successes and which the tial race. President Taft is to ad- Cardinal Farley.
A new; federal grand jury will be
pubjlic flock to see in droves. The dress the Ohio society in New Yorl
in Los Angeles Tuesday
empaneled
play over, people begin to wonder Saturday evening ana will proceed
to resume the dynamite conspiracy
where the success came In; they thence to Ohio to fill engagements in
couldn't see It. They are disappoint- Cleveland, Columbus and Cincinnati. investigation. It is expected that numerous indictments will be returned.
ed and there is a lurking suspicion Governor Harmon will be heard at
At the special election in Detroit
within them that the man with the several points in the west, Governor
the voters; of that city will
Tuesday
to
Wilson
New
brick."
is
invade
has been around. Then
"gold
England and be
given an opportunity to express
they get to be a little chary about Senator La Follette will make his their
preference for the municipal
"successes." The play that is a gen- debut before a New York audience.
of the street railways or an
ownership
uine success, that pleases the mind
The flrst convention to elect deleof the present franchises
and the heart and thereby leaves a gates to the republican national con- extension
until 1924 with eight tickets for a
good Impression, does the theater vention at Chicago will be that of
quarter In the day time, six at nlrtil,
good In this way, it creates a desire the Fourth Oklahoma district, which
to visit it more often. The popular has been called to meet at Coalgate and universal transfers.
The question of raising the assess
play "Checkers," announced for pre- on Tuesday.
ment rate of the Modern' Woodmen of
sentation at the Duncan opera house
A general democratic primary v
America is to be
settled at.
January 24 belongs to the latter class, be held In Louisiana Tuesday for the a convention of definitely
about 800 delegates
"Checkers' has played 20 different en- selection of candidates for
governor of the order in Chicago Tuesday.
gagements in New York, nine in and other state officers ana members The
society is one of the oldest fraPhiladelphia, eight in Chicago and of a legislature that that will elect a ternal
organizations in the country
St. Louis and three in San Francis- successor to United States Senator
and enrolls a total of about 1,500,000
co. Judging from this record, it cerInterest centers members.
Murphy' J. Foster.
tainly is entitled to the name of "a chiefly in the gubernatorial race beThe eighth annual conference of
genuine success." This is the only tween John T. Michel, candidate of the National Child
Labor committee
company that has ever presented this the "regular organization" democrats, will be held In
Louisville
during the
play. There never has been any otl and Judge Luther E. Hall, the choice
three days beginning Thursday. The
er company.
of the
Good Governmei
program will be devoted to "Child
league. Governor Sanders and Con- Labor and Education.''
When given as soon as the croupy gressman Droussard are campaigning
During the week Berlin will be the
cough appears Chamberlain's Cough for the seat of Senator Foster, who is scene of brilliant court
festivities to
Remedy will ward on an attack of a candidate for
celebrate
simultaneously
Emperor
and
croup and prevent all danger
Key West will be the scene of a William's fifty-thir- d
cause of anxiety
ol
Thousands
birthday and the
celebration
to
the
mark
mothers use it successfully. For sale threerday
bicentenary of Frederick the Great,
line of the king of Prussia.
completion of the over-seby all druggists.
Other events of the week will Include the opening of the legislative
sessions In Alberta and Sasketche-wathe consecration of the Gordon
memorial cathedral at Kahrtoum, the
Joint conference of miners and operators at rndIanapoli8, and automobile
shows In Detroit and Providence.

Looking
Forward to the Classiest
Play of the Winter
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THERE IS DANGER
There is danger in allowing a cold
run on rrom day to day. Penslar's
Cold Breakers for sale
by O. G.
Schaefer, will relieve a cold in short
order.
They decrease the liability
to pennumonia, which is particular
prevalent at this time of the yeai-- .
Buy a box today and get rid of that
cold.

MANUFACTURING
CENTER
Las Vegas has become known as a
manufacturing center of the new
state. Sabino Lujan Is a manufacturer oT fine filigree jewelry. He
will make special designs to order
although he has a large assortment
In stock. Prices are
right. See Lujan,
Bridge street.
SCHOOL SHOES
The kind that wear and withstand
the hard service given them by vigorous boys and girls, is the kind to
Children who go to school
buy.
should have good, substantial shoes.
Likewise the husband and father who
goes to his work, should have good,
substantial shoes.
We have the
shoes at the right prices. Call in
and be fitted. C. V. Hedgcock. Doue- las avenue.
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sisters in the past, he has acted none differently than many
physicians, both past and present.
ESTABLISHED 1I7B.
The disrespectful, slanderous manner
in which the writer refers to the
PUBLISHED BY
chairman of the Medical association
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
meeting, is so entirely unbecoming
fin corpora ted)
the dignity of a gntlemaa, and
so plainly the result of personal preM. M. PADGETT
EDITQR
.
judice and bigotry as to require no
further discussion. His own vile, uncharitable expressions, condemn him
PUNISH
WILL
AND FINANCIAL DRINK WRLChS.
HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS PLEASED A POPULAR PRIEST
of any right minded man
in
the
eyes
ARRECENT
THE AUTHOR OF
define the Gatli n Thr y
AT THE
HOUSE
or woman. Besides the physician in
SAFE! ECONOMICAL! Those three words
Entered at the Poatoffice at Bastl CAPACITY
taken it ye
IN
WATCHMAN.
TICLE
DUNCAN LA8T NIGHT
Vegas, New Mexico, for transmit-EFFECTIVE! for liquor drinking. Many thousands of men and womento have
question has always by his talents
the patient
restore
and
ion through the United States Malta
and success and fair nlnded conduct
never been failure to eradicate all craving for hqnnr
has
there
In
letters
his
as second class matter.
The Optic has received
proved himself to be a leader
Setting a nw hljflv water mark for
to nerve and physical strength.
of profession and a citizen of the most
SHORT
amateur theatrical successes in Las from Rev. Father B. E. Naughtou
habit cure. Bui
Gatlin is now recognized as the world's BEST honor
The
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Central
Colo., and his attorney, admirable type.
City,
the
club
This
Glee
High
of
Girls'
the
Vegas
of every trace of alcoholic powon
in regard
As to the writer's conclusion, "em
A
are required in any case, to free the system
DAILY, BY CARRIER:.
school last night charmed a capacity Rice W. Means, of Denver,
for
liquon
CAUSE of craving or appetite
Per Copy
'....$ .05 audience at the Duncan opera house to an article which appeared in a re- ploy only Catholic physicians," I n
system and nerve cells, is the
also
dtsappears
Watch15
liquors
drink
in
intoxicating
the
best
of
Western
to
think
whom
One Weak
him
edition
cent
you
inclination
employ
of the poison all
with its performance of 'The Ameriin
65
One Month
can Girt," 'ewr- and tunefifl oper- man, a Catholic paper published re- every Instance, regardless of creed
the aooetite for strong drink is destroyed.
in question
L5o
One Yeju- or nationality. If the only guarantee
etta. The excellent manner In which St. Louis. The artiele
to Las Vegas physicians and of successful practice a physician pos
DAILY BY MAIL:
the piece was presented is a trlDute ferred
$6.00
On Year .....V
and severely criticized the sesses, is hlB creed and church memhospitals
whs
the
girls
talent
of
young
to
the
urd. to Uq- 3.0D
as
of the new state. bership, then my advice to him is by
Six Montha
medical
profession
made up the cast and the ability of the
of treatment the patient is in the Satne condition
of
the
third
end
At
the
dty
was
name
if
down
means
take
his shingle,
signed all
Father Naughton's
directress, "M(4.. Charles Kuhn. "The
friends of the such Is the only merit he can boast
WEEKLY OiTtC AND STOCK
American Girl'' is, perhaps, the most as author. Las Vegas
a
to him of he will save numerous lives an'
GROWER.
musical production ever priest recently telegraphed
no
ar
the
J2.00 pretentous
so
One Year
had
ui
he
untold
himself
doing.
penned
and
by
WayVhe?e"?notTS;er-eftect- s
inquired
misery
because there are NO HYPODERMIC INJECTIONS,
by Las Vegas performers.
k Personally, I wish to state that my
;i 100 attempted little"
its
Six Months ...I
or
authorized
publication,
tide
Is
froth of a plot and
It has a
POiS
was received by wire. own physician at home is Dr. Leonard
It restores the mind and body
dri
filled with pretty singing and danc- negative reply
Subscrip-ttonsa
Mall
C. Borland, a
but a genThat Father Naughton is making
(Cash in Advance for
ing.
strenuous effort to locate the author tleman every inch of him, and a credit
Some of the songs made such a deon leaving the
Remit by draft, check or money
shown by the following communica to his country and profession.
is
emta every particular, or,the reasonable fee charged shall be refunded
were encored time
to the
order. If sent otherwise we will not cided hit that they
to
The
Furthermore
tions
my consulting physiOptic:
and again. "Muscular Maidens" by
tudfoHow SUCoe responsible for loss.
TlJere are a few imitations on the Gatlin treatment. These
turally
cians when l was ordered v:: thre?
inDenver, Colo., Jan. 19, 1912.
was
chorus
the
by
accompanied
have no other
and
on
free
application.
and
Specimen copies
years ago, were all
CESS just as vultures do carrion. Bear in mind the name, GATLIN,
tricate dumbbell drilling and was set Colonel M. M. Padgett, M.
in
fee
the
of
leaders
the
one
them
for
value
N.
paid.
every
East Las Vegas,
then there will be no mistake getting
Geo
The song
to jingling muse.
AT
LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
Dear Sir: I am enclosing you a com medical ranks in Chicago, 'therefore,
by Miss Chella Van Petten
graphy"
conduct gives the
my own past
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
and chorus and "Military Maidens" by munication signed by Father Naugh
to
such statements
certi
lie
been
has
any
straight
PAID FOR.
whose
ton
signature
Miss Alice Coors and chorus were
to me.
attributed
tnat
you
bv
a
truthfully
to
being
fied
public,
notary
among the numbers the audience liked
I have
me
state
that
certain
let
for
know
Advertisers are guaranteed the the best. The
Finally
others
and
all
might
military song was acwish you been bothered with anonymous comargest dally and weekly circulation companied by some well executed that it is his expression.
of any newspaper in Northwestern
would kindly print the same in The munications before, so that 1 am not
marching. Miss Marie Maloney playNew Mexico.
in justice not only to Father entirely unaccustomed to the methods
ed the part of "Bridget O'Halloran," Optic
to those citizens who of those who strike from behind, who
the maid of "The American Girl." Naughton, but
in a recent article stab in the dark. It hurts me keenly,
packers and butchers $66. 25; lights
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
were
maligned
She depicted this character realisticSATURDAY, JANUARY 20, 1912.
ot
to
accused
be
Watchman.
rein
anyone
attle.
The Western
however,
5.706.15; pigs $4.505.25.
by
Kansas City, Jan.
ally.
Every move and posture was published
a
No sheep- in
to
me
instrumental
reauested
up
has
stirring
being
Father
MARKETS
Naughton
j
TODAY'S
correct and the Irish brogue and blarceipts 300, including 100 southerns,
to locate spirit of religious prejudice and
endeavors
best
use
very
my
ney would have sounded natural in and
Market steady. Native steers $5.50
In any community by narrow,
identify the perpetrator of this
A GOOD CHANCE
Cork. Miss Maloney sang "The DubI
8.25; southern steers $4.756:30:
All
life
my
himself and the peo- uncalled for remarks.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
against
outrage
lin Rag" with such enthusiasm that
People of Las Vegas have a good
southern cows and heifers $35; naof Las Vegas, and I assure you I have tried to remember and act acfrom
20. Apart
ple
Jan.
New
York,
stock chance now to buy leather goods and
she and the chorus were compelled
will do everything within my power cording, that others have a right to gains of a point in Mexican railways tive cows and heifers $36.50;
dolls as Miss M. M. Thompson is sellto respond to many returns.
$3.50
bulls
ers and feeders $46;
their opinions as well as myself, and second
to clear the matter up.
1
Interurin
and
preferred
western ing all her stock of that variety of
Miss Alice Coors had the title role
5.50? calves
$4.508.50:
1 feel that my past conduct will bear
your very kindly. 1 ,'
Thanking
tnera
ban
preferred,
Many
Metropolitan
act'A
Her
cows
and handled it excellently.
steers $4.757; western
$35. goods at a liberal discount. leather
me out in this. One type of charac- were few
Very truly yours.
of importance at
in
changes
useful
steaand
was
things
was
Market
her
and
natural
pretty
8,000.
singing
ing
Hogs, receipts
ter I have always disliked, and that is the
RICE W. MEANS, Atty.
opening today of the stock mar dy to 5 cents lower. Bulk of sales are on display. Here Is a goo doppor-tunit- y
good. She seemed perfectly at home 1st.
of the Assumption Rectory, the kind that love to pose in the guise
Mary's
soon
fell
under
ket. Lehigh Valley
to buy a doll for the little girl.
on the stage. Misses Marie Mann and
$6.256.?,0;
heavy
Central City, Colo., Jan. 18, 1912. of a martyr on account of their reclose. Later Reading rose $5.906.20;
yesterday's
Chella Van Potten had leading parts Colonel M. M.
ligious tenets, anl still constAn'ly
Padgett,
UNCLE SAM'S EFFICIENCY which they carried with apparent
and Liggett and Myers common
walk about with a proverbial "chip on
East Las Vegas, N. M.
.
as
Miss Genevieve Maloney
easo.
My Dear Friend. I desire through their shoulder." I have no apologies
A striking example of the efficiency
The market broadened and became
"Miss Carew," teacher of a girl's the colmns of The Optic to offer a to make for my past conduct or opinwhich our government can display school,
more active soon after the opening
sang and recited her line;
word of explanation to the ions expressed during my stay In Las
has lately been given in connection like one bora to the stage and "Miss public
the' lead of Reading. The list
under
I
am
of
and
my
of
elsewhere,
Las
priesthood
Vegas.
proud
Vegas
with the building of our great battle Miffins," her fassistant, played by Mlss citizens
moved sympathetically.
as
a
whole
In
our
the
and
of
and nationality
glorious
concerning an article published
made a further
ships. When it was first proposed Opal Jones, was well adapted to the Western
and supposedly contrary which gives everyone the Atlantic 1Coast Line
Watchman,
and uncommon strength
tlnit battleships should be built by rofle.
Misses Gladys McVey, Susie signed by me. I wish to deny as em- right to serve their Maker according gain of
he government in the federal ship Connell, Hazel Webb and Amelia Bre-felwas shown by the trunk line issues.
as God has given me power to the dictates- of their conscience.
phatically
with
of
contract
instead
priby
yards
The mnrltet closed weak. Trading
had singing and speaking parts to, that I was in any way connected
In conclusion, let me say .that the
vate corporations, many protests were which
but Readthey depicted intelligently and with the writing or publication of writer of such an article is a menace slacked in the second hour,
some of the
made. It was claimed that it would
and
Pacific
of
Northern
welfare
and
Not
ing,
to
interests
the
lines.
best
interestingly.
those uncalled for, bigoted
take the government much longer to
Too much cannot be said of the until a month after its publication any community; a menace to that metal stocks reached a higher level
cost
build a battleship, that it would
work of the girls in the chorus. The was I even aware of the fact, that true American spirit of fairness and before the profit taking sales made
more and that it would not be as weil ensemble
I broadmlndedness in religious matters an impression on prices. Reading rearticle
nv, on
singing was beautiful and .Tli.ll
.11.
" - ....-- . existed, and then
elseconstructed as if built by contract, showed careful
training. The voices Was informed by my loyal good friend particularly, which I nera'HiaVty ;1- - lapsed a point and the recessions
a Greatly
If So, You Can Buy One
says the Rochester Times.
harmonized nicely and gave the pro Mr. Edward Plowman, and absolutely ways found so characteristic of Las where were extremely moderate, the
None of these doleful forecasts has
was
generally
earnest
of
the
list
strength
per support to the solo singers. In- by no one else. I consider it unbe- Vegas and its citizens. My
proved true. Not only has the gov- tricate drills and dances were handas a priest and a hope and prayer will be that the ascribed to a running in or the short
dignity
my
coming
ernment built battleships as well aK led
Last sales were as follows.
if each gentleman to characterize the author guilty party may be brought to jus interest.
by the chorus just as
American
any private concern, but it has built member had been engaged for the sea- of those lines in a manner befitting tice.
Amalgamated Copper
AT THE
Atchison
better and cheaper ones in less time son by a
bid
115;
106;
Beet
it
to
Sugar,
have
yours;
from
sincerely
clearly
wish
Very
manager
them, but
than any foreign government except Broadway, New York. U. S. A. The understood,
nneat Northern 128; Newi York
I will spare no ef(REV.) BERNARD E. NAUGHTON.
that
The big 21,825-toGreat Britain.
Northern
Pacify
L W. C. Fullerton, a notary public Central
108;
orchestra proved an agreeable sur- forts in my attempt to find out if at
suc- in and for Gilpin county, and state of
dreadnought Utah was built here In prise to the audience. It furnishes all
158; Southern Pacific
If
Reading
the
party.
118;
guilty
possible,
HARDWARE CO.
two years and six months, while the real music from
168; United
110; Union67 MPacific
opening overture un- cessful in this, then regardless of Colorado, do hereby certify that
Steel
best work in the British yards last til the final
States
of
; United
the States Steel
and foregoing slgnatme
rag 'at the dropping of creed, nationality or occupation, I will
year was on the Monarch, with dis- the curtain on the last act. The punish them to the fullest extent of I ev. Bernard E. Naughton was signed preferred 111.
516'5I8 Douglas Are.
placement of 22,500 tons, in one year play throughout was a triumph'
for the law. I rejoice In the fact, that bv him in my presence as hi? free act
and eight months. Germany took two Mrs. Kohu
of
18th
this
deed
broad
and
and
January,
day
the writer was at least fair
and :&er pupils.
years and eight months from the time
Read The Optic.
minded enough to give New Mexico AD 191 2.
the keel was laid to commission in
W. C. FULLERTON, Notary PuVKlc
her dues by referring to the "New
tmildrng the battleship Helgoland of
star" a the land of sunshine and Mv commission expires July 13, 1913.
NO PRIMARY IN ST. LOUIS.
22,400 tons, while France took three
St. Louis, Jan. 20. No official pri health. I will always love New Mex
years and one month to complete the mary to elect delegates to the demo Ico, regardless of some of Its "unde-oiriWOVERTAXED.
battleship Danton of 18,629 tons. cratic Btate convention at Joplin on
citir.pns" for i feel to Its
one
Little Japan was five years and
February 20, which will determine balmy clime and glorious sunshine
month In building The battleship Ak whether former Governor Joseph W. and the unselfish care and kindness Hunoirds of East Las Vegas Readers!
Know What It Means.
of 19,sj0 tons. In cost, too, the Amer Folk or
Speaker Champ Clark shall nf thnco nolile daughters of charity
ton
The
shiDS
20,000
won
out
ican
have the Missouri endorsement for residing there, at St. Anthony's SanaThe kidneys are overtaxed;
dreadnought North Dakota cost
president can be held in St. Louis, torium, I owe by life and my health.
Have too much to do.
The German Helgoland
under the ruling of the board of elec Many of my friends moreover, whose
They tell about it in many aches
the Japanese of 19,350 tons, tion commissioners today. The board kindness and hospitality I frequently
and
pains
$9,262,800, the French Voltaire
denied the request of the city com enjoyed during my stay in Las Vegas,
Backache; weariness, headache.
the English Superba 1,400 mittee for the use of the ballot boxes were not of my faith, and I can as1 urly symptoms of kidney ills.
tons smaller titan the North Dakota, and duplicate copies of the poll and sure you, my dear friend, that it
L'nnary tronbles, Brlght's disease
to
irrim-nme bevond expression,
$1,158,828.
primary election books. The board,
follow.
The efficiency displayed by the gov however, agreed to furnish printed know and feel that such an unwar
citizen tells
An East Las
ernment in connection with the con- lists of the voters registered for a ranted dastardly attack by inference here a relfable Vegas for
kidney
remedy
struction of battleships is in reality recent bond election and old ballot has been made upon them.
life
Taft.
AAmnliment.
President
to
o
To me personally, the whole affair
boxes, but refused to assume jurisdic
WW"
AUret! Underwood, 80G National
Wheli President Taft took office
tion over the primary. Without the appears to be a deliberate attempt to St Katt Las Vegas, N. Mex., says:
promised the people that the admin- board's jurisdiction there will be no malign my good name; to loer me "I have previously recommended
istration would be both economical way to punish fraud or determine in the esteem of my friends in Las Doan's Kidney Pills througjh the lo
No betterTSsT couTTf who is entitled to vote.
and efficient.
Vegas and also to injure the best in cal papers and I have vouehed for
than the building of
made
Herman W. Fay, democratic city terests and future success of the Sis their merit whenever questioned In
have been
such an enormously expensive and committee chairman, said the com- ters at St. Anthony's Sanatorium. The regard to my statement I obtained
1-5
complicated piece of machinery as a mittee had decided that the political writer hopes bv false, but deliberate Doan's Kidney Pills at the Center
of
a
to
stir
of
Harmon,
modern battleship.
Folk,
Clark,
misstatements
spirit
up
supporters
Block Pharmacy and they brought
all the Las Vegas ine relief from backache and other
Wilson and other candidates will be opposition amon-o
permitted to file delegations.
physicians against )St. symptoms of kidney complaint. Since
1-YOUR GROCERY BILL
2
to
confirm, if possible, by then I have taken this remedy off and
dur
deal
Anthony's;
a
good
Could be reduced
for
of
what
it
deliberate misrepresentation,
on whenever I have had need
If you make use of
tno
"& tho month
some time past has been an erroneous and it has done good work. If my
GOVERNOR MARRIES.
our telephone, and call us Main 81
East Walpole, Mass., Jan. 20. The notion in the minds of many. This ' kidneys do not act properly or if my
We have handled groceries for the
'THE STORE
own personal experi- back aches, I can depend upon
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Prices on Goods all Over The House
to

OFF EVERYTHING

5jk

n

tMCHARACHS
Vegas
E. Las

frjl.

of Quality"
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The Prascrtptionisl

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

Society Rotesi

PERSONALS
J. Eeaton of Santa Fe. arrived yesterday from the Cajiltal City on business.
Rer. and Mr. C. McReynolds went
to Raton last night on late train Nu
10 on a short trip.
R. G. Head, member of the Santa
last
Fe surveying gang, returned
night from a abort trip to El Paso.
L. J. Chapman of Trinidad, arrived
last night from his home In Colorado
and was in Las Vegas today on business.
I. H. Rapp, the Santa Fe architect,
was a visitor in Las Vegas today, having arrived from the Capital City Uutt

night

Normal Teacher
to Give a Recital
Miss Marguerite Cluxton, head A
the Instrumental music department of
the Normal University, and Miss May
of the
Ross, instructor of oratory
same school, will be presented this

evening at the Normal auditorium In
a recital. The talent of both of the

teachers is recognized and the rscii.il
will be a treat to lovers of music and
oratory. The public is invited and
admission Is free. The following pro
gram will be presented:
PART

Etude

I

E. A. McDowell

JANUARY

20,

1912.

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
The Ladies Guild of St. Paul'a Meof Henry Goke, deceased.
morial Episeope.1 church met Tuesday
afternoon with Mrs. E. V. Long at her Territory of New Mexico, ,
County of San Miguel.
home on the corner of Columbia aveOffice of the Probate Clerk, County
nue and Seventh street.
of San Miguel, N. M.
To All Whom It May Concern, Greet
FATHER Dl PALM A DEAD.
20.
Father
Jan.
ing:
Colo.,
Trinidad,
You are hereby notified that the
Richard Di Palma widely known Jesuit priest who established the first 11th day qf March, A. D.. 1912, has
Catholic church at El Paso, Texas, In been fixed by the Honorable Probate
1883, ana naa been in tne service oi Court, In and for the County and Ter
the church in the southwest since ritory aforesaid, as the day to prove
1876, died at the local hospital here the last will and testament and a
today. He was stationed for a num codicil thereto of said Henry Goke,
ber of years at Albuquerque and later deceased.
at Conejos, Colo. In recent years he
In Teitlmony Whereof, I have here
spent much time In neighboring coal unto set my hand and affixed the seal
camps. When mine disasters occurred of the Probate Court this 4th day of
in this section In times past Father Januarv, A. D 1912.
Di Palma was always one of the (Seal)
LORENZO DELGADO.
first to reach the mines. He was 61
Clerk of the Probate Court.
'
years of age and a native of Italy.

G0RHA1H SILVER POLISH.
THE BEST SILVER POLISH MADE.

It cleans and Polishes in the same operation.
It is the most economical Polish made.

Large Size $1.00

Small Size 25c

R.OBER.T J. TAUPERT,
OPTICIAN

AND

JEWELER

Marguerite Cluxton
Philip Callahan and Gilbert MarBrad and the Blgtinez left this afternoon on train No. (a) "Hilly
LA FOLLETTE TO WOO THE EAST
NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY
WINTERS DRUG CO.
Ellis Parker Butler
7 for Saata Fe where they will spend
New York, Jan. 20. Senator Robert
CONCERN
(b) "The Prince of Illusion"
M.
friends.
La Follette of Wisconsin Is to
Sunday
visiting
is
Notice
given to whom it
hereby
Phone Main o
John Luther Loin,
4
Wells Fargo route
his presidential boom to New may concern that T. H. Flowers the
George Kahl
bring
Ross
May
Ybi It next week. The apostle of pro- undersigned was appointed on the 3rd
agent, left this afternoon on train No.
Wild Rose"
will come to
for a short trip through the south- (a) "To a
day of January, A. D. 1912 adminisE. A. McDowell gressive republicanism
an organization trator of the estate of Ray O. Flowern part of the state.
backed
town
by
Conconi
(b) "Melancolie" Op. 25
A. A. Jones, chairman of the demo
Know,, as the Insurgents' club. With ers, deceased, and all persons having
Cluxton
Exceptional Values in
Marguerite
when he makes his debut on the claims against the estate of said Ray
cratic state central committee, who
him,
- Translated
the
from
Fennel"even-in- s
has been in Santa Fe several days,
stage of Carnegie Hall Monday
G. Flowers, deceased, will present the
of Francois Copee
French
will be GIfford Plnchot, the erst- same within the time prescribed by
returned to Las Vegas yesterday.
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
K.
Jerome while elnsest friend of Theodore
by Jerome
Leroy O- Moore, chief of field divilaw.
PART II
sion of the general land office, with
Roosevelt. Others who have taken a
T. H. FLOWERS,
17, No. 2.
of Mr.
(a) "Hexentanz"--O- p.
Administrator.
prominent part in the bringing
These Garments were Selected headquarters in the federal building
E. A. McDowell
La Follette to the metropolis are F.
in Santa Fe was in tag Vegas today
From au Immense Line of sam.Wm. Mason
fhl "Stiver Soring
C. How)e, president of the Insurgents'
on business.
GUARD.
Cluxton
Marguerite
ples, and Combine Service and
club, and Norman Hapgood. Its first
Ed Lujan, formerly of Las Vegas,
20. Many
Jan.
Law
Mass.,
Schoolin
tence,
Daintiness.
vice president.
now a resident of Santa Fe, passed '"Sonny's
to
Lawrence
in
are
deleg-iteSteuart
arriving
...Ruth McEnery
through Las, Vegas this afternoon on
of
the
congress
a
three
attend
Ross
days'
May
MINERS IN A ROW.
Drawers, Skirts, Gowns, Cor- hs way from Denver to the Capital
Guard, an organiza
Sydney Smith
(iuilaume Tell"
Ind., Jan. 20. ControIndianapolis,
City.
s
set Covers and Conbination
with numer
of
tion
Cluxton
Marguerite
versy between the Gibbons and the ous
United
Mateo
Lujan, assistant
brancnes tnrougnoui riew m"s
V M' i
Suits.
Feehan factions of the Pittsburg disStates land commissioner, came In
land and eastern Canada. The con
WorkMine
United
is
the
Mrs.
Stewart
trict
occupied
yesterday from Santa Fe and will
tomorrow with a solers' convention nearly all day. Fran- gress will open
25c Value at 19c
nto the Ancient City this evening Hostess to Harmony Club
in St Anne's church.
mass
emn
high
The regular
meeting of cis Feehan, president of the district,
on tn'n No. 9.
will continue
sessions
35c Value at 25c
business
Tho
GibRobert
seats
hold
of
Thursday protested the
the Harmony club was
I. H. Furnam, of Chicago, representand
over
AT LAST WE ARE TO HAVE AN
Tuesday.
Monday
ITD1
50c Value at 39c
afternoon with Mrs. Pierce Stewart bons, Age Keppart and James Sabin,
ing the International Correspondence
exsee
been
At
have
619 Main avenue.
on the ground that they
opportunity
School of Scranton, Pa,, was in Las at her home,
75c Value at 49c
not
TIMES
MANY
had
HOW
and
was
union
which
the
from
of
the
the game
afternoon,
pelled
Vegas today in the interests of the
1.15 Value at 79c
Have you wished you had a good
a contest in words ending in "ship," been reinstated. Gibbons and his as!nstitution.
conventhe
to
of some near dear relative
have
likeness
most
sociates
sought
adept
1.25 Value at 89c
J. E. Hedrenreich. who has been a Mrs. E. J. Scott was the
Mrs. tion restore them to full rights and a portrait that was a true llkenest,
honors.
off
first
caroied
and
Of Henry Blossom's Great Racing Play
resident of Ias Vegas for the past
1.50 Value at 98c
as delegates. It was with every characteristic line and a
them
several
rendered
Charles
recognize
O'Malley
Albuyear, left this afternoon for
1.75 Value at 1.29
not expected a vote would be reached natural expression. In our po"trai:
on the piano and Mrs.
querque where he expects to spend selections
of the session.
work we study our subject, get the
2.25 Value at 1.69
sang several times. Miss Har- till
the winter.
StewMrs.
of
proper pose and light, that's why out
D. T. Hoskins, cashier of the San riett Stewart, daughter
work is artistic. Waterman's Portrait
MUST TAKE UPPER BERTHS
of
the
sang
the
hostess
afternoon,
art,
HOFFMAN AND GRAUBARTH
Miguel National bank, left last night
of Studio on the Plaza
20.
The
practice
Jan.
Chicago,
on a short business trip to Santa Fe. several pieces much to the pleasure
Delicious refresh- railway employes of obtaining choice
PHONE MAIN 104
Mr. Hoskins will attend a meeting of of her audience.
accommodations on trains while trav
Everybody reads The Optic.
With Practically The Original Cast
the penitentiary board of which he is ments concluded the entertainment of
cur
to
be
soon
is
on
passes
ellng
the afternoon.
a member.
tniii nccoidinsr to advices received
(
f d
Henry G. Coors, Jr., after spending
by passenger traffic officials in Chi
IN HIS
several days in Las Vegas, left this First of Series of
$1500
cago.
Given
MILLER
is
Socials
BRAHAM
DAVE
ORIGINAL
for
Limited
on
California
the
morning
PART CASH, BALANCE ON TIME
The preference henceforth, accord
occawas
the
evening
OF
ROLE
Thursday
name
Coors
Clovfs.
lils home in
Mr.
to
KIDNEY AILMENTS
of a series of church ing to these officials, is to be given
will buy a good two story frame to Las
Vegas from Santa Fe where sion of the first M.
fare.
their
who
pay
the
passengers
STOMACH TROUBLES
1
which
corner
A.
C.
at
rooms and bath,
lot, he hart been to attend the inaugura- socials in the Y.
house,
THIS IS THE ONLY COMPANY THAT HAS EVER PRESENon several eastern roads
sidewalks in on both streets, exoel- - tion;
tf.me the Baptist Youns People's so- Employes
that
officials
the
FAYWOOD
notified
TED THIS METROPOLITAN OFFERING, HAVING PLAYED
been
by
have
$2,000
worth
the young people
lent location; easily
Jacob Regeher is expected to arrive ciety entertained
berths while
must,
upper
DIFFERENT ENGAGEMENTS IN NEW YORK
TWENTY
occupy
a
was
they
to
take
affair
want
The
of
if
Las
grand
you
Vegas.
HOT SPRINGS
nptter hurrv
the early part of next week from
on passes and that they will be
riding
WHERE
IT WILL RETURN THIS SEASON FOR A
were
115
Jud
success
CITY,
persons
Deerfield, Kan. Mr. Regeher has pur
advantage of this bargain.
m vm"'
we
aeaut
and
It
cured,
remain
to
cures,
you
purcnase
all
of
Gome
required
hv the society.
RUN OF SIX WEEKS.
Investment and Agency Corpora' chased a tract of land east of Ias Vaother passengers.
know, and you will if you try it.
throughout the cars the same as
a carload of farm- kinds were played
will
and
40.
bring
Main
gal
Phone
Conceded the greatest kidney water
tion,
evening and a delicious light lunch
I
ing Implements and household effsc
on earth.
THE PLAY'S ACTION ABSORBS YOU
Mrs. A. T Rogerfs, Jr., and little
second
in
The
the
served
was
parlors
to the Meadow City.
a
from
Why not visit Faywood Hot Springs
dif son, Waldo, have returned
ITS SPIRITS ENTRANCES
STOCKHOLDERS' MEETING.
J. C. Corber, a farmer from Deer-fiel- of this 3e.ies of socials .)
first, since you will eventually go there
weeks with Mrs. Rog
several
of
visit
of
the
societies
stockThe annual meeting of the
ITS CLIMAXES ELECTRIFY
Kan., who has been in Las Ve- ferent young people's
anyway?
ers' parents, Judge and Mrs. H. L.
holders of the Agua Pura company 01 gas several days looking over the churches of Las Vegas 'a1'.! be given
ClimPerfect
Hotel.
Modern
Large
NO ONE SHOULD MISS SEEING IT
Waldo, in Kansas City.
Las Vegas will be held in the office land conditions, left last night for his on February" 22 by Hie lOpwoith
ate. Booklet.
of the company at Las Vegas, N. M , home.
David Schindell of the same Leapue of 'he Methodist cburcb.
SOME CAN
T. C. McDermott, "The Faywood,"
If V H
at 3 o'clock p. m., Monday, January place, after spending several days her
But Student Had to Quit.
directors
of
Faywood, N. M.
22, 1912, for the election
will leave this afternoon for Deer- - Marwick Entertains
other
Cabinet
of
the
of
Members
transaction
any
the
for
and
field.
Some people are , apparently im
A. R. Marwick, general secretary of
business that may come before lh
to tea and coffee poisoning If
mune
the Y. M. C. A., was host at a din
HAPPY MEMORIES
meeting.
will tell you so In
of you are not, Nature
P. H. PIERCE,
Happy memories of relatives and ner to the members of the cabinet
she sends as warnings.
ailments
the
Secretary. friends and good times on vacatioi the Epworth League of the Methodist
January 2, 1912.
when you get a warning,
on And
trips can be preserved by the use of church, of which he is president,
or you get hurt, sure. A
it
heed
cameras. The Baily curio store has Monday night in the social rooms of young college student writes from
Eastman and the association building. A delicous New York:
the most
Premo cameras and all the supplies. repast was served and the affair was
"I had been told frequently that
one.
Mr. Marwlnks
Development work Is done also and an enloyable
was injurious to me," Uea Is
coffee
guests were Rev. E. C. Anderson, pas
is always satisfactory.
as
bad) "and if I had not been
tor of the Methodist church, and Mrs just
told the almost constant headaches
Anderson,, R. S. RandaJl, Mr. and with which I
ICE GORGE BREAKS
began to suffer after
Mrs. Thomas A. Johnsen, Hiss Mary
20.
Under
Jan.
Ky.,
Louisville,
it for several years, the state
using
Mrs
pressure from the upper Ohio and its Middleton, Mrs. J. H. Swallow,
of lethargic mentality wbich gradually
Miss
Schlott
Merle
E.
T.
Hodson,
broke
here
ice
the
gorge
tributaries,
came upon me to hinder me in my
Surplus
Capital Paid in
intoday and began to move down
studies, the general lassitude and
$50,000.00
$100,000.00
stream, sweeping the banks and crush They Were a
disposition to any sort of effort which
Bunch
"Stuck
Up"
suf
and
to
coal
properbeen
have
floating
barges
ing
possessed me, ought
The intermediate class of the Y. ficient
ty. The river has been rising at the
warning
rate of a foot an hour and all the M. C. A. gave a taffy pull in the as
them, till my
But I disregarded
this
and,
kitchen
afternoon,
months ago
few
me
a
told
Kentucky tributaries of the Ohio are sociation
physician
J. HI. CUNNINGHAM, President
o. t. HOSKINS, Cashier.
despite the fact that the taffy seem- that I must give up coffee or quit
swelling the flood.
y
FRANK SPRINGER Vice President
ed to be unusually sticky, there was college. I could hesitate no longer,
a .iolly time for all.
and at once abandoned coffee.
f 4
"On the advice of a friend I began
Engagement
to drink Postum, and rejoice to tell
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
Is Announced
vnn that the druir in coffee" (the
Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Schaefer an- - same drug caffeine is found in tea)
nd TUESDAY
. i.
a
n ounce
tne engagement en uieu
"removed and the healthful properties
Mr.
to
Frank
Thomp Of Postum in its place I was soon re
Marie,
daughter,
$i.r,o "Dazey" Glass Churns
The wedding will lieved of all my ailments.
1.45 son of Tampa, Fla.
A
$2.00 "Dazey" Glass Churns. . .
summer.
the
occur
early
during
"The headaches and nervousness
1.95
$2.50 "Dazey" Glass Churns
is eagerly watched by the whole family because
2.40
disappeared entirely, strength came
.
$3.00 "Dazey" Glass Churns. .;.
to hack to
was
hostess
which
Pauline
Miss
Levy
and
complexion
my
me,
.24
,
OK. Tannnnftd 16 1n. Coal Hods . .
everybody knows that from small beginnings
the Tuesday Afternoon Bridge Whist had been verv. very bad, cleared up
$3.00 Ballbearing Skates
of
great achievements have arisen.
beautifully.
.8.1 club at the regular weekly meeting
.
$1.25 Cold Blast No. 2 Lanterns.
on
faculthe
home
mental
the organization at her
Better than all, my
A
$2 25 Rayo No. 2 lamps, white
c orner
of Seventh street and Colum- ties were toned up, and became more
iM
shades
Styles for
and you will be agreeably surprised at the pro
avenue.
vigorous than ever, and I now feel
$11.85 bia
J15.00 "Tourist"
no course of study would be too
shown
that
are
season
gress you made toward the big figures. With a
the
4.95
of
first
The
$7.50 "Alwin" Collapsible Carts
The Wednesday Afternoon Sewing difficult for me." Nabe given by Posbank book in one handiyou can grasp an
in the Butterick Fashion Sheet tor $1.50 "Rnsswin" Food Choppers 1.20
with Mrs. J. L. tum Cereal Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
at
1.50 dub met Wednesday
with the other.
February. Get a FREE copy
ex2 00 "Russwin" Food Choppers
is
It
on Columbia
"There's a reason," and
37.50 Tooker at her home
our Pattern Department A more $45.00 Buck's
Range
Road
"The
In
little
the
book,
m
plained
avenue.
BANK
complete assortment is shown
$5.00 Perfection Oil Heaters.
to Wellville," In pkgs.
ONLY AT
A
new
letter?
BUTTERICK FASHIONS, "Spring Quarterly"
the
of
above
the
Ever read
The regular weekly meeting
club one appears from time to time. They
Friday Afternoon Bridge Whist
Ask to see it
was not held this week, havrfng been are genuine, trua, and full of human
Interest.
postponed until next Friday.
& SON.
Y. M. C. A.
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FRANCO-AMERICA-

s

Franco-America-

OPERA HOUSE

DUNCAN

n

Frencn-Amerlcan-

Wednesday January 24th.
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liiiLLK
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to

the

KIRKE LaSHELLE PRODUCTION

Pa-pe- n

CHECKERS

the-clos-

INCLUDING

RHEUMATISM

"PUSH"

entet-taine-

n-- i

PRICES $1.50, $1.00, 75c

EVERYBODY
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For
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SMALL BEGINNING

.

l--

Advance

START

Spring

SAVINGS ACCOUNT

ts

op-tuni- ty

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS

THE ROSENTHAL

E. ROSENWALD

I

OPPOSITE

LAI VEGAS DAILY OPtiC. SATURDAY,
Gallina; Hattie
Dennlston, Cuervo; William R. Zn- bit, Liberty, Dlonlclo Maestas, Santa
Rosa; Benjamin Fielder, Estancda;
Joseph T. Meek, Santa Rosa; Virglnlo
Quintana, Rowe; Julian Lucero, Bux
ton; Kulogio Sanchez,

OFFICIALS

WILL

JO

REFUSE

PULPIT
:

an n:

Choir Loft

ton.

RESIGN

war-TIAR-

a

j

un-r,T-

u.i.

1

j

e

ex-re-

20-2-

Lau-bac-

h

Mrs. Rose.

CHAS. LEWIS
TAILOR FOR MEN
Everything Made at Home.

Notice la hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described astray animal was taken up by
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M., Dec.
7,
191L
One bay horse, 7 or 8 years
old, 800 lbs., 13 hands.

Stylish and

Up-to-da-

te

WILL DOLL BUILDING

Estray Advertisement
Not.ce is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
H. H. Lucero, Guam, N. M., Dec. 14,
1911.
Tc-w- lt:

One bay horse, 7 years old,

650 lbs., 14

$1,050

show you.

& Machine

Shop

SOCIETY
morn
even

tegular services every Sunday
'rig at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
ag ai

Wm. Whalen, Prop,

Phjne Main 344.

SCIENCE

8

o'clock

ln

O.

R.

C.

hall

TEMPLE MONTEFIORE
Douglas
and Ninth street, J. S. Raisin,
abbi.
Services and sermon every Friday
night at 8 o'clock. Services for children and Sabbath school every Satur
day morning at 10 o'clock.

h venue

RETAIL PRICES
2,000

ib. of Mere, Each Delivery

to 2,000 the. Each Delivery
to LOO tbs Each Delivery
to 200 lbs Each Delivery
Leae Than 60 lbs. Each Delivery

1,000 lee.
208 ike.
60 Ibe.

AGU

A

20e per 108 lb
toe per 108 lee.
Mo per IN lee.
40c per 1W the.
6O0

per

100 Ibe.

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualittes of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

PILLS
CHICHESTER SII RAMI.

Subscribe for The Optic

yO?K

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER

THE

BEST GOODS

HANDLED

ALWAYS

OBTAINABLE

A

I U' t AU your Drvul.t for A
I'llla in Red nd Hold n,eulHcV
boxes, soled with Blue Klbbon. V
Take no other. Bur of roar
DruMM. AskforOIIl.CirK8.TEBS

"

DIAMOND II RAND PELLS, for SSI
years known as Best, Safest, Always Rellabk)
SOLO BV DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

WANT

SOCIETY
CHAPMAN

LODGE
A.

NO. 2, A. F. A

M.

Regular communication first and
third Thursday ln each
month. Visiting brothers cordially invited.

COLUMN
aTE

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom

it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
I. N. Shirley, Estancla, N. M., Dec.
27, 1911.
To-wi- t:

One bay mare pony,

500

lbs.,

Medicines tnat aia nature are al
ways most effectual. Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy acts on this plan. It
allays the cough, relieves the lungs
opens the secretions and aids nat
ure in restoring the system to s
healthy condition. Thousands have
testified to its superior excellence
Sold by all druggists.

DIRECTORY

AND BUSINESS
B.

P. O. ELKS Meets second
fourth Tuesday evening of eaefe
Vlsittas
month at O. R. C. hall.
brothers, are cordially Invited. See
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

FOR CLASSIFIED
ADVER
K. O. Herman, W. M.; D. R. Murray,
T18EMENT8
KN'GHTS OF COLUMBU8, COUNCIL
vs cents per line each Insertion Secretary.
no. 804. Meets second and fourth
timatt six ordinary words to a
in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
Thursday
me. No ad to occupy less space than LAS VEGAS COMMANDER V. NO. 2,
members are corbuilding.
Visiting
TEMPLAR
KNIGHTS
we llnea Ait advertisements chargR.
W.
invited.
Tues-Vas- r
dially
Tipton, G. K.;
ed will be booked at
conclave second
space actually
E.
P.
S.
F.
Mackrl,
Ma
t, without regard to number of
day in each month at
Caah In advance preferred. sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
ord
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Boucher, S. C; Chaa. Tarn me. Re
Meet in the forest of brotterly
corder.
love at Woodmen of the World
hall, on the second and fourth FriLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
ARCH M480NS Regular convoca
Consul; G. Laemmle. Clerk. Visit
tion first Monday in each
ing neighbors are especially wet
month at Masonic Temcome and cprdially invited.
ple, at 7:30 p. m. M. R.
A.
P.
H.
Williams,
'io-i- c.
P.;
Number. Mam
Reg-Jtaal-

1

13
hands.
. ,
Branded
On right hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 2, 1912, said date being 10
SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH Cor
days after last appearance of this ad
ner Columbia and Railroad Avenues,
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
Rev. W. R. Burgess, Pastor.
by this Board for the benefit of tho
Preaching 11 a. m., and S p. m., by owner when found.
the pastor; Sunday school 9: 45 a. m.;
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
B. Y. P. IT., 3 p. m All are welcome
Albuquerque, N. M
to attend these services.
1st puk Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.

t

CAFF

RESTAURANT AND

FOR RENT Nicely furnished room.
Estray Advertisement
LODGE
EL
DORADO
1.
NO.
Notice U hereby given to whom It
620 Twelfth street.
KNIGHTS
OF
PYTHIAS Meets
may concern that the following deevery Monday evescribed estray animal was taken up by FOR RENT Modern furnished
umt
in Castle Hall.
ning
J. H. Honey, Grenville, N. M., Jan. 8,
for light housekeeping. Apply 10 1)
Visiting Knights are
1912.
,
Fifth street.
a- iInvited.
cordially
Torwit: One brown mare, 15 years
,oi Chas.
E. Liebsoh- old, 750 lbs.,
FOR RENT To the right
party, 160
nler, Cha n c e 1 o r
Branded
acre
ranch with improvements.
Commander. Harry
On right thigh
Apply 1030 Fifth street.
Martin, Keeper of
Branded
Records and Seal.
E FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
On right shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
hoiieekeeping rooms, electric liehts
bath, etc. Excellent location. 918
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
FRATERNAL
NO
BROTHERHOOD
Kiglith street.
before Feb. 2, 1912, said date beine 10
102 Meets every Monday night at
days after last appearance of this ad
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
For Rent Three roomed hmns rm
vertisement, said estray will be sold
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
nished.
Water
in
the
house.
A011I,
by this Board for the benefit of the
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
Gallinas.
owner when found.
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
FOR RENT Good furnished rooms
Albuquerque, W. M.
in.
close
725
Sixth street
Apply
1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.

Estray Advertisement
BAPTI8T CHURCH. Corner Main
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
avenue and Sixth street. Rev. N. B,
may concern that the following deGreen, Pastor.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
11
a.
m., and 7:30 p. T. V
Preaching at
fVllltpr V.ninnrla M ltf Nov
m. Sunday School at 9; 45 a. m. A
22, 1911.
M. Young People's meeting at 6:30 p.
One small red- - cow, 6 or 7
ai. The public is invited.
years old.
. .
Branded
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
V
L
On left hip
Rev. J, S. Moore, Rector. 716 Naanimal
Said
to
unknown
this
being
tional Avenue, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Third Sunday after the Epiphany, Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 2, 1912, said date being 10
Eloly Communion, 7:30; Sunday school
days after last appearance of this ad
sermon
and
9:45; Morning prayer
by
the Rt. Rev. Cameron Mann, bishop vertisement, said estray wiH be sold
of North Dakota, 11: SO; evening by this Board for the benefit of he
owner when found.
prayer and address 4:30.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
FIRST SEVENTH DAY ADVENT-iSCHURCH
C. McReynolds, pas- 1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.
tor. Regular services ln the Chris-tio- n
Estray Advertisement
church, corner of Main and
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Eighth street. Sabbath sehool at 2 may concern
that the following de
p. m., every
Sabbath
(Saturday) scribed
animal was takes up by
estray
preaching at 3 p. m. All who are in- W. H.
Chaney, Hachita, N. M.
terested ln Bible study are cordially
t:
One mare and coK, 10 or
invited to attend.
12 years, 600 lbs., 14 hands.
Branded
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
On left hip
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas
Said animal being unknown to this
venue and Tenth street.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Morning worship and sermon at 11 before Feb. 2, 1912, said
date being 10
o'clock; Bible study and Sunday days after last
of this ad
appearance
school session at 9:45 a. m. ; Young
said estray will be sold
vertisement,
m.
People's society at 6:S p.
this Board for the benefit of thf
The church extends a most hearty by
owner when found.
Invitation to all people. Strangers and
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
sojourners in the city are especially
Albuquerque, N. M.
welcomed.
1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.
CHRISTIAN

Las Vegas Automobile

Optic

LOBBY

DKNTISTS.

For Rent

To-wi-

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator

TDE

hands.
Branded
On right shoulder
Branded
ITS
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown tc this
Brtnegar, Secretary.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 2, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit
vertisement, said estray will be sold FOR RENT Two unfurnished rooms,
408 Washington.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
it
owner when found.
Worthy Matron; James O. Ru Hedge
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
FOR RENT Five room
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
modern
brick cottage. Inquire 519 WashSecretary. Phone Main 329, 120
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.
Grand avenue.
ington avenue.

--

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

15he

Branded
H
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 2, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of th
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Jen. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.

To-wi- t:

tJrme m Your Cleaning and Pressme
603 LINCOLN

1912

To-wi- t:

Treasurer's Receipts
The following sums of money were
received yesterday in the office of
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
the state treasurer, O. N. Marron: CONCEPTION Adrian
Rabeyrolle.
AUDITOR JOERNs AND PENITEN-- , Thomas P. Gable, game ?nd fish
adtor.
SUPERINTENDENT RO- First mass at 7 a m.; second mu
den, on account of gamp protection
fund, $1.26; Jose Lucero, clerk of the a 10 a at. Sunday school ln English
MERO HOLD ON TO JOBS
third Judicial district, $541.35; Dr. T. inj Spanish at 3 p. m., in Spanish at
.40
W. Watson, treasurer of Lincoln
p. m. Koaary and benedictior
Fe. N. M.t Jan. 20.-- An
intl- r the blessed
sacramect at 7:30 p
ty $g(06o.i6.
tuation conveyed to Traveling Audi-- :
ii.
Application,
Engineer
Reject,
tor John Joerns yesterday unofficial-- ; Terrltorial
t Htbechiim
for English
speaking
Engineer Charles D. Mll-lthat his resignation would be ,er
rejected application No. 530 ni dren da Tuesday 4 p in . and i
agreeable to Governor McDonald met of Samue, u John8on and No. 567, of Saturday 0 a. ui.; for Spanish speai-9with refusal, because the traveling Charles A.
children on Thursday 4 p. m., and
Johnson, both of Farming-audito- r
felt that he had ritfus which' ton for tne waterg of
n Saturday at 9 a. m.
Animas
he dea'red to preserve. It was
ln San Juan county, (0 reclaim
derstood at the same time, that when
on ,ne east glde of the
m
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR
Mr. Joerns resigns, or his office he- river. As these lands are already 30WS Kev. Paul Gilbenon, pastoi
comes vacant otherwise. Howell Er- i
a u..
First mastt at 6:30 a. m., third Sun
nest of Clayton, Union county, win be W. Goff Black and others, who have
excepted. Second mass 8:30,
appointed to the place. L'olli Gover- ln part constructed the Inca canal lay
ermon in Bnglisli, hymns rendered
nor McDonald and Traveling Auditor and are
pushing their works to comy the children under the direction
Joerns are consulting legal authority
cover the same land, the re if the Sisters of Loretlo. Third mass
to
pletion
and further developments o awaited jection of the Johnson application?,
a. m., sermon In Spanish
with much Interest. It is plso report- - mereiy clears away applications that it 10:30
3 to 4 Sunday
'nun
school. At 4
ed that Governor McDonald desire to would otherwise stack up and retard
benediction
of the Blessed
Sacra
appoint a superintendent of the pent-- development,
ment. At the New Mexico Hospita
that!
own
of
his
but
choosing
tentlary
or the Insane mass every fourti
Superintendent Cleofes Romero had
BIG REDUCTION
Sunday by the pastor.
POt been asked to resign thus far.
During our inventory sale every-thinIt is understood that Mr. Romero Will
noes at 50 cents o nthe doi- FIRST
METHODIST EPISCOPAL
;i1so refuse to relinquish
(he place
a specialty of misses'
We
jar
is
filled
CHURCH
Cor. Eighth street and Na
with
Tho
eapltol
voluntarily.
and children's hats, alsoh some of the
all sorts of rumors but Governor Mc- latest one piece dresses are below ional avenue, a,. C. Anderson, pastor
Donald declares he has not made any cost. Call and be convinced. Mrs. A.
Sunday schcr1 at 9:45. Preaching ai
11 o'clock.
removals nor any appointments
Epworth League at 6:30;
Btandtah.
such as have been officially anevening preaching service at 7:30.
A cordial
Invitation Is extended tr
nounced, and that he does not car-- to
GET THE BEST
discuss rumors.
When you pay for a thing you ill who have no otheT place of win
Mounted Police Appointed
might as well get the best especially 4hip to attend divine services at this
W. C. Smith was yesterday commis- when it costs no more. The work inarch.
sioned a temporary mountel police- done by the Las Vegas Steam Laundry
man by Governor W. C. McDonald. is the best ln the city. This has been
FIRST
CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
Mr. Smith Is located in Torrance proved through many years of service. Main and Eighth streets, W. R. Qulg- county.
The Las Vegas Steam Laundry, Doug- gin, Pastor.
Florenclo Pfeiffer did not Escape
10 a, m., Bible School, Mr. Showal- las avenue.
Rafael G. Lucero, a penitentiary
ter, superintendent. 11 a. m.. Communion and preaching, subject, "Why
guard, writes from Chapelle saying
THAT'S SOME DRINK
that the report that Florencio Pfeif-fa- t Finch's famous Golden Wedding Did Jesus Speak in Parables?" 3 p.
of Albuquerque, had escape! from Rye Whisky has a quality all Its own. m., Junior Endeavor meets with Mrs.
the convict roads' camp at Chapelle, Rich, old and mellow. Eight years Oscar Linberg, 909 Gallinas street;
San Miguel county, is erroneous and of age, bottled in bond, full quarts 6:30 p. m., Senior Endeavor society,
t.ia-Pi'elffer is t,h.?re and behaving at $1.76. A pride to any sideboard, president, Mr. A. Tllman, topic,
well.
for medhinal purposes It has no "Worth While Ambitions," John 17:
Homestead Entries
all standard
We handle
Rom. 8.18-21- ;
7:30 p. m preach
equal.
The following homestead
entries brands of liquors and wines. The ing service, subject, "The New Birth."
w ere recorded in tho local
land office Lobby Cafe and Lunch Room.
7:30 p. m., Wednesday, prayer meetJohn A. Laws, Farming- and Benjamin.
yesterday:
ing and Workers Conference, opener
coun-Sant-

20,

Estray Advertisement

V.
i

JANUARY

J. E. RO8ENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
I. O. of B
B. Meets every
first
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
1104 Douglas
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Invited
Isaac Appel,
cordi.'.lly

For Sole
FOR SALE

avenue.

Furniture,

FOK

SALE A property, a bargain
to healthseeker. Address Box 244
East Las Vegas.

HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for SUV Case nf Pntorrh r.a
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh

iure.

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, hnva
F. J. Cheney for the last 15
years, and
ueuBve mm penectiy nonorable in all
business transactions. And flnnnnfollv
able to carry out obligations made by
1.;.. i.......
UiB

111

ill.

NATIONAL

BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent free. Price
75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug-gist-

President;
retary.

Charles Greenclay,

Sec-

DR. E. L. HAMMOND
4,

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has phoas
at office and residence.

ATTOKNEYh

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

&

HUNKER

Chester A. Hunker
Attorneys at Law.

I.aa Vegas,

New Mexico

PHYSICIANSI
H. W. HOUF,

D. O., M. D.

Physician and Surgeon
I treat all kinds of
diseases, but
make a specialty of eye, ear, nose and
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Phones: Office, Main 4fi; Residence
Vegas 342.
Office: 506
Grand Avenue.
Residence:
705 Sixth Street
LOCAL TIME CARD
EA8T BOUND
Arrive
No.
No.
No.

2.

4..
8.

No. 10.

No.

.

9:10 p.
.11:06 p
. 1:16 a,
1:45 p.

.

9:16
11:10
1:25
2:10

p. m
p. m.
a. m.
p. m.

1:45
6:15
4:50
7:00

p. m
p. m.
p. m

WEST BOUttb
1

No. 3

No.

Depart
m.
m
m
m

7

No. 9

1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m
4:40 p. m.
6:35 p. m

p. m
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
Meet in Fraternal
Brotherhood
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
is a reliable family medicine. Give
Flint, chlof of records and collector it to your children,
and take it yourof wampum.
self when you feel a cold coming on.
Visiting brother

It checks and cures coughs and coldi

velcome.

F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

and croup and prevents
bronchitis
and penumonla. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.

Meets every Monday evening at
their ba! on Sixth street. All visiting brethren cordially Invited to attend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

Do no allow your kidney and bladder trouble to develop beyond the
reach of medicine. Take Foley Kidney Pills. They give quick results
and stop irregularities with surprisO. G. Schaefer and
ing promptness.
Red Cross Drug Co.

I. O. O.
1.

Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
Foley Kidney pills
always give satisfaction because they
always do the work. T. J. Shelnut,
"I have used
Bremen, Oa., saya:
Foley Kidney Pills with great satisfaction and found more relief from
their use than from any other kidney medicine, and I've tried almost
all kinds. I can cheerfully recommend them to all sufferers for kidney
and bladder trodble." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
The Danger of La Grippe
Is its fatal tendency to pneumonia.
To cure your la grippe coughs take
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. R.
K Fisher, Washington, Kan., says:
'I was troubled with a severe attack
of la grippe that threatened penumo-nla- ,
A friend avised Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound and I got relief
after taking the first few doses. I took
three bottles and my la grippe was
cured." Get the genuine, in the yellow package.
O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.
Charles Durham, Lov!ngton, 111., has
succeeded in finding a positive cure
for bed wetting. "My little boy wet
the bed every night clear thro' on
the floor. I tried several kinds of
kidney medicine and I was in the drug
store looking for something different
to help him when I heard of Foley
Kidney Pills. After he had taken
them two days we could see a change
and when he had taken two thirds of
a bottle he was cured. That Is about
six weeks ago and he has not wet
in bed since." O. G Schaefer and
Red Cross

Drug Co.

Constipation is the cause of many
ailments and disorders that make lite
miserable. Take Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, keep youi
bowels regular and you will avoid
these diseases. For sale by all drug
Irish.

Crystal Ice
Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN 227

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom
amonj all
BUY-- the
particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would
never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness
of any
sort, and musical instruments.
of those who MIGHT

As the classified ads. are read
by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

LAS

VEGAS DAILY

ARCHBfSHOP.
heavy parcels in hat racks or in the ' PALLIUM FOR
Dubuque, Iowa., Jan. 20. The Moat
aisles.
has paid Rev. James J. Keane, the new Roman
The railroad company
of Dubuque, will
to
many da&mge claims
iassengers Catholic archbishop
the
with
be
invested
pallium in the
a suit case
Who were injured when
with all the
here
cathedral
tomorrow,
fell from a hat rack or when they
wh'ch
and
solemnity
pomp, dignity,
stumbled over a grip in the aisle.
to the
contributed
have
16
centuries
"The law Is strict on this point,"
final authorsaid W. C. CarUidge, claim agent of ceremony of conferring
an
of
head
the
archlepiscopal
upon
ity
the Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, ColoJohn J. Keane,
rado and El Paao divisions. "When a diocese. Archbishop
NC GRIPS ARE TO BE
PLACED IN patron is injured through the hat rack retired, will confer the pallium, and
ArchTHEM AND LATER ALL WILL
or aisle neglect we are almost respon- the sermon will be preached by
Prelates
Paul.
of
Ireland
St
BE REMOVED
sible without a defense. We have paid bishop
and priests from a number states will
many claims of the kind and the bulbe in attendance.
Topeka, Kan.. Jan. 20. A bulletin letin on the old order will make the
The conferring of the sacred palfron the office of the general paasen-- trainmen more cautious.
lium was instituted in the fourth cen"The hat rack is not the place for a
ger agent of the Rock Island In
and to a new archbishop it i
case or grip. The aisles are not tury
suit
cautions all passenger train
the
insignia of power and authority
for the
of storing these par
torakemen and porters against
the eels. If purpose
from Rome as well as allegiance to
a passenger wishes to keep
haMt of passengers in
the head of the church. The vestment
placing tha'r these
with him he must take
things
and
suita
cases in hat racks and
grips
a band of white woolen cloth about
is
in the aisles of coaches. It if- - the them with him to his seat. It is for three inches in width almost circular
dmy of the trainmen to see that noth- the protection of the passengers as in form, while inserted in it are six
as the railroad company. A lurch
ing but light wraps and packages re- wel
the wliole being worn
a
car may cause serious injury to purple crosses,
of
main in the overhead racks. Nothing
shoulders and fastened with
the
about
a person below a loaded hat rack.
is allowed in the aisle.
three gold piiiB.
"It has heen my contention that hat
This bulletin of caution cames as a
racks are useless, that they should be
RED HOT STUFF
result of a recent damage suit of $5,-0I notice that some
removed.
roads
When you buy coal you want the
paid by the Rock Island company have been
substituting racks that can best quality that money will buy
to a woman who was hit in the head
be used for hats and wraps only. It
with a falling suit case. Also from
Well, that's Yankee coal, finest grade
is only a question of tome untfl all
for the furnace and the range. A
the payment of 500 damages to a
come
eomiianies
to
this."
order will convince you that It
trial
man who fell over a suit case that
Is the best what is. We deliver with
was left in the aisle of a coach.
despatch. Phone us Coors Lumber
The Rock Island has had the anti
COLDS
VANISH
Co.
grip nuisance rule in effect for some
The Sensible Overnight Remedy for
time.
Like many rules, however, it
IT IS NOT 8TRANGE
Sensible People.
was only observed carelessly by trainAfter you have upset your stomach
It is not strange that so many peo-- ,
men. Accidents resulting from
e
with pills, powders and vile nostrums pie eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma
t to enforce the order
brought and still retain possession of that ter- restaurant on Center street. The bill
the rule to light and the passenger rible
cold, do what thousands of sen- of fare is generous and the price is
department has bulletined a special sible
are doing. Do this:
people
cheap, 25 cents for regular meals.
to
rule
all brakemen and porters.
Into a bowl three quarters full of Many people wonder how It is pos- It fs argued by the railway company
boiling water pour a scant teaspoonful sible to serve such excellent meals so
that hat racks are made for hats, of HYOMEI
)
(pronounce It
cheaply.
wraps and light packages. They nev- cover the head and bowl with a towel
er were intended for grips and suit- and breathe for five minutes the
YOU CAN CARRY A GUN
cases and heavy packages. It Is point- soothing,
If it is our attractive watch fob.
healing vapor that arises.
ed out also that the aisles were conThen go to bed and awake with a It is admired by young and old sedate
structed for the purpose of a passen- clear head in the morning. HYOMEI and otherwise; children wear it in
ger thoroughfare and not for storage does not contain opium, cocoaine or every conceivable manner; youths on
purposes.
any harmful drug. A bottle of HYO-- 1 their coat lapels, boys on the belts
The railroad company furnishes MEI Inhalent costs 50 cents at E. G. supporting their little kilts or suits.
baggage cars and free checking privil- Murphey and druggists everywhere. Young girls and maidens, in fact, all
eges for passengers with luggage. If Guaranteed for catarrh, asthma, croup classes really become enthusiastic
they do not care to check their pack- and catarrhal deafness.
when they see this fob and immediages or grips in the baggage car they
ately want to carry a gun. See our
must take them to their seats or place
window display at the 5, 10 and 25
them beneath their feet. No more
Read The Optic.
cent store.
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ANNIVERSARY OF LAKE MYSTERY
Milwaukee, Wis., Jan. 20. Tomorrow will be the seventeenth anniver-serof the loss of the steamer
of the Graham & Mortou line,

EVERYTHING
For Fourteen Yean. Restored
To Health by Lydia E. Pink,
ham's Vegetable
Compound.
Elgin,

IU.- -"

Canned

y

Chi-cor-

BANISH HAT
RACKS

8ATURDAV,

After fourteen years of

together with the 29 persons known
to have been aboard the vessel. Sailing from this city the night of Sunday
January 20, 1895, bound foi St Joseph, across Lake Michigan, the craft
was never heard of again. She foundered with all hands the following
day, but in what manner is not definitely known. The sunken steamer
It is the
has never been located.
supposition, however, that she lies
somewfhere off the south end of the
lake. The bodies of hone of the victims ever were found.

Buffering everything from female com
plaints, I am at last
restored to health.
employed the
best doctors and
even went to the
hospital for treatment and was told
GREAT WHITE WAY
there was no help for
When you put up an electric sign at
me. But while takyour place of business you will have
's
ing Lydia E.
as well

"I

Pink-ham-

"FORT

V.l-- .i

1.1

and
Preserved Fruits

AND

and

Canned
Fruits
and
Berries

HUNTS
CTTDDUIII?

aurnuiuju

The Orchard

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS

Order These Brands And You will be
Delighted With Their Flfavor and Quality

done something for yourself

Vegetable
for an electric sign is the
Compound I began as your city,

to improve and I
continued its use until Iwas made well."
Mrs. Henry Leiseberg, 743 Adams St
Kearney sville, W. Va. "I fee! it my
duty to write and say what Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has
done for me. I suffered from female
weakness and at times felt so miserable
I could hardly endure being on my feet
"After taking Lydia E. Pinkham's

'
to

modern great white way of advertising. Keeps your name constantly be
ton the eyes of the purchasing pub
He and helps to make Las Vegas look
like a wideawake city. Las Vegas
Light and Power company.
HOME MADE CANDIES
That's descriptive of the products of

the Potter Candy Kitchen. They are
a home product and they are made
Worda fal1
express my thankfulness.
makers
1 recommend your medicine to all my by the most expert candy
friends." Mrs. G. B. Whittington.
money can obtain. Hence we lead all
Try a
The above are onlv two of the thou- - competitors in this district
sands of grateful letters which are con- - box of our chocolates. We cover the
stantly being received by the Pinkham entire retail field. F. B. Potter.
Medicine Company of Lynn.Mass.. which
show clearly what great things Lydia E.
NEW STYLES FOR OLD
Pinkham '8 Vegetable Compound does
for those who suffer from woman's ills.
The latest shapes and fashions in
Tf von want tmninl fiflclt, WttfA
large
hats, styles, new and
Ljila E. PInkhani Medielae Co. (conn- - and small, trimmed and untrimmed.
" """I uynn, joass. lour letter will
be opened, read and answered by a Hats that make the old look young
woman and held in strict confidence.
and the young attractive millinery
that sets off the crowning charm of
feminnity and gives the wearer an
A MATTER OF TASTE
a person
Some people like Rye in preference individuality that becomes
is real
more
and
All
this
asset.
al
to Bourbon or blend whiskeys, and
of Mrs. Wallis.
b
the
iy.ed
patrons
right here is where we want you to
on Sixth street
sample our Sherwood Rye. It has milliner,
that smooth, delightful flavor that
If you want to get the want you
characterizes perfect whiskey, full
quart bottled In bond. All the stand- want to get, you want to get your
ard whiskeys, brandies, wines and want in a want getter. The Optic
liquors at the Opera Bar. C. T. Far- wants you to get the want you want
to get Try the ' Want Ads" and see.
ley, Prop.
,

,

dipw.ti

nv t

. .

,
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M

less

FLOUR

the answer to

every Baking Problem.
It's Finer-Whit- er

and More Uniform.
Made by LARABEES

Famous

--

THE OPTIC IS
For a Greater
NEW MEXICO

1

GERMAN-MILLE- D

GERMAN
.

PROCESS.

ROGERS SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACK
A

Gross, Kelly

.

Co

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It
EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

r
THE OPTIC IS

For a Greater
LAS VEGAS

THE HOriE PAPER

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
M, M,

PADGETT, Editor,
Sane Conservative And Well Edited.
The Optic is the Best
Daily in a Town of This
Size in The Southwest

Delicious
as
The Fresh
From the
Garden

Subscribe for the Optic
and get the News.
Advertise in the Optic
get the Business

"teamsnip line.

IAS VBQA8 DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY,

MAN'S

DUTCH

JANUARY

20,

1912.

WILSON'S NAME ON BALLOT.
Rev. V. R. Quiggln, pastor of the
Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 20. The name
First Christian church, will give a series of lectures on the Parables of the of Governor Wood row Wilson of New
Lord, commencing with Sunday morn-'ng- , Jersey was presented as a candidate
for the presidential nominaUon on the
January 21.
democratic primary ballot by a
Dance at Armory tonight.
filed with the secretary of state
Rosario Abeytia, who resides at
here today. The petition is signed by
at
Los
this
Alamos,
applied
morning
a
of
Old
bourbon
dram
Try
Taylor
n
the court house for $2 as bounty on a men affiliated with the
at the Opera Bar.
wild cat killed by him recently near party.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged Emplazado.
Another Candidate Appears.
In the wood. Direct from distillery
Lexington, Neb., presented a candiThe January issue of the Earth, the
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Santa Fe magazine of the southwest, date for presidential honors today
Announcement was received In Las has been received in Las Vegas. It when the secretary of state received
a peUtion requesting! that the name
Vegas today of the establ'shment of contains a number of Items of Intera poetoffice in Ramon, Union county, est to the people of the new state. of Robert G. Ross of that town, be
with Charles W. Dean as postmaster. There Is an article on the Las Vegas placed on the democratic presidential
and Maxwell grants by F. L. Vander- - primary ballot. Ross' petition was
Wanted One or two rooms, furnish- grift, editor of the publication, which signed by himself and 25 other rest
ed or unfurnished, modern preferred. wiill attract the attention of the peo- dents of Lexington. It was made out
or ple of this section in paricular. The on blank provided for candidates to
Must be on the hill. Address
accom
article is descriptive of the conditions the state legislature and Was
phone Optic office.
letter:
the
following
by
panied
found here now and the transformaReserved seat sale for "Checkers" tions whfch are fast coming with the To the Secretary of State:
Dear Sir File this democratic fl!
Wednesday evening's attraction at the culUvation of the soil.
ing immediately. I will send the reDuncan opera house will be opened
and prohibition and socialist
tomorrow morning at the usual
As the result of an argument and fight publican
later on. Get the others filed If you
place.
between Miss Galena Bell and Mrs.
can. I am entitled to first filing.
Martha Burns, both colored, which ocKnock Roosevelt's filing out, the law
Mrs. W. T. Treverton, who has been curred at the A. M. E.
church Thurs- don't
say to file in 1911, but speaks of
seriously ill for several days at her day evening, Mrs. Burns was arrested
1912.
home on the corner of Grand avenue
yesterday afternoon, pleaded guilty to
ROBERT G. ROSS
(Signed)
and Tllden street, was reported to be assault and was released with a susafternoon
considerably improved this
pended fine of $25 and the payment
Lets Watterson Alone.
of the costs. According to the story,
Grand Rapids, Mich., Jan. 20. Gov
S. R. Northwood of Wagon Mount Mrs. Burns, angered by the turn taken
ernor Wilson of New Jersey addressed
yesterday applied at the court house by the argument, hit Miss Bell with a mass meeting of war veterans at
for his final naturalization papers as a piece of cake, followed that with the Old Soldiers' home here today.
a citizen of the United States. Mr. a jar of pickles which missed Its tar
His talk was along the lines of his
Northwood was born in Canada. He get and then went after the defendhere last night and at Despeeches
came to the United States in 1904 ant with a chair at which time the
troit. Governor Wilson maintained to
and located in Wagon Mound. His onlookers Interfered, preventing furday his attitude of absolute refusal
witnesses are D. W. Lee and A. M. ther damage. Mrs. Burns was arrest to
discuss the utterances of Henry
Adler, both of Las Vegas.
ed yesterday afternoon at the residence Watterson on his candidacy for the
of Mrs. F. L. Myers where she is
presidency.
The Rt. Rev. Cameron Mann, bishop employed as a cook. Miss Bell has a
against Mrs.
of North Dakota will preach at St. number of witnesses
AGAINST LIVERPOOL PLAN.
Paul's church tomorrow morning at Burn. With all three of them talkMemphis, Tenn., Jan. 20. Cotton
11 o'clock.
Full vested choir
and ing at once Judge D. R. Murray seem- shippers Ibelieved themselves prac-crucifer, Hyms, 516, "Onward Chris- ed to be thoroughly convinced that ticallv in control of the situation at
tian Soldiers"; 408, "Jerusalem the Mrs. Burns was guilty, and Mrs. Burns the conference concerning the proGolden"; 66, "Brightest and Best" At deemed it wise to plead guilty to the posed "Loverpool plan'' of validating
4:30 o'clock the bishop will read charges.
bills of lading, which began today
evening prayer and give a short
with representatives of southern cotMONUMENTS
ton men and English buyers attend
Bills Bros., 771 Broadway, Denver, ing.
Aaron
The funeral of Julius Graaf, who Colo. Local representative,
East
died Thursday afternoon, will be held Ralney, 1101 Eleventh street,
PRESIDENT AT YALE
tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock from Las Vegas, N. M.
Jan. 20. The
New Haven, Conn..
Temple Montefiore. The burial will
MR. POLICYHOLDER.
President
of
of
the
occur In the Jewish cemetery. The
stay
program
Dear Sir. Our insurance advice is Taft at Yale today Included atendance
funeral services will be conducted
with the full Jewish rites and the free to you. It may be of value to at the meeting of the Yale corpora
ceremonies at the grave will be con- you. You pay money willingly for fire tion, of which he is a member, and
luncheon with President Hadley of
ducted by the I. O. O. F. of which or- Insurance.
to
advice
not
warrant
Our
tends
Mr.
the University. At the corporation
a
was
Graaf
member.
ganization
spending your money in vain. Ask us meeting there was submitted a report
about
of the Yale expedition to Peru. The
The Mountain States Telephone and
"A Better Protection
presiden left at 3:55 p. m. for NewTelegraph company is installing a
at the same expense"
York.
public pay station for local and long
CUTLER BROS.
distance calls in the Santa Fe station. 614 "Lincoln Ave.
Tel. Main 124.
The booth was put in this morning
EXPERT TESTIMONY.
and the connections will be made the
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 2". J. B.
ATTENTION
ODD
FELLOWS!
early part of next wjeek.
Regular
All members and visit.'nt; brothers Waggoner, formerly an electrician
toll line rates will be charged for the
at Seattle, Wash., reported to the
are
requested to meet at the lodge
use of this 'phone with five cents for
officials today as a witness
rooms
m
at
1:15
,
p.
for
Sunday
sharp
city calls. This phone connection will
of the alleged
in
the
investigation
no doubt prove a great convenience the purpose of attending the funeral
J. B. McNa-marconspiracy.
dynamite
of
our
late
Julius
Graaf.
By
brother,
for travelers who wish to talk to peoasked Wagto
is
have
alleged
ple in the city and for the general order of the noble grand,
how bombs might be ignited
goner
M.
T.
ELWOOD, Secretary.
public.
by an electric spark from a battery
instead of by fulminating caps. No
session of the inquiry was held today.
the jury having adjourned to Monday.
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COOKIES.
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PER CENT DISCOUNT

peU-tio-

Ate Simply

Delicious

A FRESH SUPPLY JUST RECEIVED.

AT
STORE

THATS

ALWAYS

BUSY

ESTABLISHED 1876

Time

First National

Bank

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
Sixth Street

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domsstic and Foreign Exchange.
A

COAL AMD WOOD
NUT

SUGAMTE LUMP
WHOLESALt AND RETAIL
mtM"" D. Vim C
ON D ON

SI

a

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

CHANGE YOUR WASH DAY

THE

TO LAUNDRY DAY

Just The Best
FRANKTOWN

RICHELIEU

If you make it

CANNED FRUITS

LAS VEGAS STEAM

AND

CREAMERY

BUTTER

LAUNDRY DAY

VEGETABLES

you'll never go back to the

CANNOT BE BEAT

way.

mo

TRY US ONCE.
PHONE NOW--

o

GUARANTEE IT

45c per lb.
2 lbs. for 85c

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry

If it may be termed

The
Science of
Selling

Farms

a means

1&0IL

16.50

NOW

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"

15.00

"

13,50
12.50

"

20.00
18.35
16.65
15.00
13.35
12.00
11.00

10.00

9.00
8.35

No Suit Marked Higher Than

$30

GREENBERGER
I

ET us tell you About
our low Flat Rate

a science

Window Lighting. You pay
big rent for that small space
in your Window, let it bring
you good returns by having
it well lighted.
Cuatomer

W. P. Southard

Las Vegas Light & Power Co,

ftftftftft$ftftftftftftftfrft$fra,fc
ft
ft
ft

81

617

H. STEARNS
TO

EAT

Douglas

We Have

Just Brought Over a Fresh Lot of Those Beautiful

CYCLAMEN.

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective havers. To reach this
class in the southwest use the

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

ft
ft
ft

ft
ft
ft

,

When in Need of a Nice Present get one of These

50c. 75c, $1.00. $1.25
507 Sixth Street

PERRY ONION & SON

Phone Main 462

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

ft

The Want Ad. HabNt is the best all round
feood habit anyone can have.

ft

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

PDone D)ain 2
ft&ftftftftftftft&ft$&ft&0&ftftft&ft4H

SAILORS

Who

A

BY

HORRIBLE FATE

Buying for Cash

Get my Prices

Before
Buying Elsewhere

BOUCHER.
(The Coffee Man.)
I

REVENUE CUTTER.

Jan. 20. After clinginj-fomore than 30 hours to the masts
and rigging of their sunken vessel
the four remaining members of the
crew of the three masted schooner
Harry1 Prescott, were rescued today
by the revenue cutter Itasca, which
proceeded to Wilmington, N. C.
The four men were nearly exhausted. After resting for awhile on the
Jib boom of their vessel late yesterday, they were compelled at nightfall
to take to the rigging again and
there lashed themselves for a night
that proved to be one of the greatest
suffering in the face of a severe
northwest wind that carried the temperature below freezing.
It was 9 o'clock Thursday night
that the Prescott, bound for Wilming
Norfolk,

ft
ft
ft
ft

ft

ft
ft
ft

ft
ft

ft

ft

ton, N. C, with a cargo of salt, struck
on the Inner Diamond Shoals when

SAVED FROM

FOUR MEMBERS OF PRESCOTT'S
CREW TAKEN FROM MASTS

Want to save money

ft

ft
.

m

To The People

ft
ft

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
succests.

Salt
Benjamin F. Bush, new president of
the Denver and Rio Grande railroad,
outlined todav the first steps to be ft
of ft
taken toward the rehabilitation
elithe
ft
he
that road. Formesot
places
mination of the grades over Soldiers &
Summit, Utah. He added that there ft
would be an Increase in shop facilities ft
of the road and an Immediate in
ft
crease in motive power.

Come and

must

of presenting the

Want JM.
Babit

ft

BY

J.

PURE THINGS

Phone Main

TO

REHABILITATE D. & R. G.
Lake City. Utah, Jan. 20.

It is Dependable Butter
It Satisfies the User.

WE

BY

Always Have The Best of Everything Eatable.

include

SUITS

-

A i

We

OVERCOATS

AND

l

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

THE CRAAF &

30.00
27.50
25.00
22.50
20.00

MEN'S

T

First National Bank Building,

SOLD

SUITS

Bryan-Wilso-

Packed 15 Cookies to a Sealed Cardboard
Container for Oc

THE

ON

r

her master mistook the Hatteras light
for the Diamond Shoals light ship.
It was a battle for life frota the
start for the seven members of the
schooner's crew. Her cabins soon
filled and the men were without fooj
and drink from midnight Thursday
until their rescue, save for what little they were able to secure about
their persons when It was found that
the ship was doomed.
Captain V. R. Phllbrook, master of
the Harry Prescott, Is in a serious
condition as the result of severe suffering encountered when he. with
Mate T. S. Smith and Steward G. O.
Robbins, cast themselves Into the
seas from the masts of the Prescott
In order that they might be rescued
by life savers. They are being cared
for at the Hatteras station.
The Itasca arrived off Hatteras at
9 o'clock last night but it was found
Impossible to reach the shipwrecked
mariners until daybreak when volunteers from the Itasca, assisted by life
savers, reached the imperiled members of the Prescott's crew.

